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FRE!WORD

This collection of works is dedicated to the physical properties
and the technology of preparation of refractory metals and their metalloid
borides, carbides, nitrates and silicides.

It reports the results of investigations on absorption spectra and
emission spectra of columbium and chromium compounds, the results of
research into the processes of joint co-diffusion of two elements into
metels, the data on the phenomenological study of the physical properties
of the metalloid phases.

The basic principles for production of powders and articles from
rare metals and refractory compounds are examined for the various fields
of contemporary engineering.

The collection includes a number of reports which illuminate
individual problems of the powder metallurgy of ordinary metals and
alloys,

It is intended for engineers, scientists, students of polytechnical
achools specializing in refractory metals and their compounds, in powder
metallurgy, electronics, mechanical engineering and in the metallurgical
science,
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PREFACE

Recently, more and more attention is being paid to refractory
metals and heat-stable compounds in connection with their use in the
manufacture of heat-resisting alloys, of special fire-proof hard alloy.
for metal working, of corrosion-resistant parts for chemical apparatuses
as well as with their use in electronics, electric engineering, auto-
mation, and so on.

In the USSR, the conditions of obtaining the properties and
applying these groups of metals and compounds were successfully inves-
tigated in many scientific research organizations, engineering bureaus,
factory and school laboratories.

At the Seminar, conducted in Kiev on 13-17 June 15S8, the results
of a rathou large bulk of work were expounded. The works were made in
the Institute of Metal Ceramics and Special Alloys of the Academy of
Sciences USSR, the Government Institute of Applied Chemistry (Leningrad),
the Kharkov Polytechnical Institute, the Institute of Metals Physics, the
Sverdlovsk Government University, the All-Union Institute of Aviation
Material, the Central Scientific Research Institute of Ferrous Metallurgy,
the All-Union Scientific Research Institute of Abrasives and Polishing,
the Institut-. of Metallurgy of the Academy of Sciences USSR, the All-Union
Scientific ResearL,' Institute of Fuel Recovery, the Scientific Research
Institute of the Government Committee of Radio Engineering and Electronics,
the Moskva Combine of Hard Alloys, the Gor'skiy Polyteclnical Institute,
the Moskva Electric Lamp Factory.

The editorial board was unanimous in considering . proper to
publish in the present collection that part of the Seminar's material
which pertains to the physical properties and crystal structure of the
electronic arrangement of refractory compounds, since this part is
interesting in itself, and includes a few theoretical questions of
major importance.

-2-
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* ~PHYSICAL PWPERTLIES OF HERPAILOID COAOMMS~DI

V. &j.X*shpor;
* ~~Institu~te of Met.al leram1ts

o,4 Sneoj.J. Alltoy*.

.No' mvtallo~d c nmvand* ltacl.ide borlies,(cArbidesvuttrtdee-

and allilcides of the transitinn motals(wlth closed elecatronic 4-

An~d f-lpvp1,).

The crite'ria of metallcld conmpvwuds arez

1) hish 1e'.-ree of hardnovs reaiching :kOO k.e/Mir

'I) matnllic shine anO in t~he .Tajqlorty mwetallia condeictivity,

ftt trus~t at norrvil to'rteratiarp;

3) high~ 'epgree of the'rvnl statility; As A Ntle,the melting or

11useciation tomeratu~rpe' of thrme coaou~rle are ve'riv hiph(un V)

3500C).%nd frequently abov'e the' mnplting tp-T~prrtatr*s of the most

refractory mptus asnd. oxides;

4) brittleness and &boonao of plaottc deformaition at a terna

perettire In the ordrr of 0.8b -0.95 Tmlt
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According to structure,the etalelold compounds eAn be divided

into two kinds.

The first group inoludes the intrusion strucotures with closely

packed metal atoms, i.e., the carbides and nitrides of the transition

metals subjected to the law of iggs

r: * 0,59

where r and rHe are the oorrespont.ing atomic radii of the metalloidx

and the metallic components.

In these compounds, the netallold atome are located In the In-

terstices of the cubic or hezegonal close-pack of metal atome, and

they do not form bonds with each other. The bonds between the atoms

of metal and metalloid bear a directional character which conditions

igh-.grade hardness and brittleness of the compounds, and they have

&n octahedral configuration to which the hybriditation of the bond.

Ing d2 8p 3 orbitals correspond 1jl. Here, the d-electrons of the met-

al partioipate in the creation of the bond. This causes a decrease

in magnetic susceptibility and a change in electric conductivity of

the metals at the formation of metalloid compouw.d. 7.. The maximum

electric density (electron density) in the bond directions is here

somewhat dislocated sideward to the metal atoms, owing to the incom-

plot@ struoture of their d-shell and,consequently, to an incomolete

shielding of the nuole*ar charge by the electrons of this shellL",4J.

The degree of dislocation of the electron cloud depends also

L
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upon the strength of the Mets~loid electrone bond, I..., to a first

approximation upon Its tonizing potential, being di•inlshed with the

Increase of the latter,. Site. the ionization potentle.1 of uttrogen is

higher than that of carbon, the dislocation of the electron cloud to

the aetallic &tome is less In the He - V bra'si thn, in the Me . C

bonds. It to possiblo that, oving to its considerable eleotronugat-

Ivity, which brines the nitrides close to the oxL'es, in tha first

case the eleotron cloud is even dislocated toward the nitrogen.

On Atg.1 we indicatobd the omission seiptra of the X-eerl*,

of titamium in TiO2 ,TIV,T1C.THi end Ti tbj.

ALA

Fig.l. Uilvion spectra of the Leseries of titanixn
In TiO2 and metalloid ooupowLds.

(Abscist',: a? a electron volts)

I-



It can be seen that to the extent of the electroasgativity and

the Ionising potential of the metalloid, tho long-wave constituent of

the Xý I-lrnf ito radually strengthened with the latter, and it disap-

pears in titanium hydride and metallic titanium, which probably io re-.

lated to the gradual translation of the density maximum of electron

*loud in the above quoted series of compounds to tLe metal, and also

related to an increase in the density of tha occupied states in the

d-baw.d of the metal, but the latter reduces the probability of pattern-

less transitions. In the He - X bonds, not all electrons of the two

corponents are apparently occupied, vhich conditions the presence of

free electric-ourrent carriers, and the metallic aonductivity of

the intrusion phases.

The second type of metalloid compounds includes compounds vwth

more complicated structure in whicb,parallel with the Me - X bonds,

there are bones between the metalloid atoms themselves. The possibi-

lity of the formation of such structures requires a mutual overlao

of the bon.ing orbits of metalloid atome, and it depends upon the

relative sites of the metal and metalloid atoms and upon the ease of

excitation of the metalloid valency states.

The tendency toward the formation of co.mplicatee structures

Increases in thie ordert .. nitrides, carbides, borides, and ili-

cidee.

The carbides of cnplex structures are formed in case of

.. .
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rX 1 rue. 0.59 (chromium, manranose, elements of the iron triad).

The borides and silicides do not form simple Intrusion struc-

turn$ at any value of yxlrme. In these phasee, tV the extent of the

metalloiod content, the ground of the metallold b':e iIs tintensified,

and ailale and double ohAins,twodimensional grids, and three.dime•-

*tonal structural framee appear In the lattloe, formed by metalloid

bonds with one another, which can be seen on 1iC.2.

7ig.2.Diagra of th.e mutua~l bonds of biron vitki borldes

of different comr-sition.
(Letters at bottaom abvg...Aldicattln a,b,c,d)

In the zaicrity of caso. the distance X - X is clove to

the doubled rotmon covalent radius of the metallold atome. Aknar-

enzly, the Me - X bonds in all metalloic compou.•s are close by

naure, which results in a qualitative similarity of their physic-

al properties.

-7 -
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Zleotropyhial Joperties

The electronic structure of the metalloid compound. is the most

clearly refleoted in their e].otrophysical properties. G.V.Sambonovw6%

observed that the electric resistance of the transition metals regul.

arly inereoese vith the inorease of the accentor capacity of the metal

atoms (Tlr.3). The latter can be evaluated to a first apnroximation

by the criterion

S-1 /In

where N...is the main quantum number of the •artially filled d-ehell;

a... to the number of d-eleotrons. The significance of m•gnitude

(Greek 4) is therein that the small N and n are, i.e., the lar-er •

becomes, the less the shipleing is of the nuclear ckiare of the met-

al atom, and the more the atomic core is able to act as an accettor

of supclementary electzrons /6/.

?ig.3. Relation of ele ctric resstarnce of transition
metals to their acceptor casacity(• ).(On ordinate! r /tero-obm am).

L 4



Inorease in the acceptmr ca',acity leads to sepple7,entary elec.

tron scattering at the lattice points occupied by the transition met.

al ateom, and consequently to an Increase in electric resistance. Com-

oarison of the value of electrio resistance of tho metalloid comspounds

with the magitude ý of the metals shovw (Jg.4) that the re.4 stan.

oen of borings,carbides and nitrides regularly decrease with the in-

crease of the mot4lIls

a1•9 WA/,

!50 WC ra m

Ix Tao C h/ C

44

7ig.4.Relation af electric resists-ice of motalloid com.
pounds to the acceOptor capacity(t ) of the metal
componentes: .. boridee; o...carbide; x...nitride.

(On ordinatea r micro-ohm em)

This tendency is also observed for elitcides,but it ti lead clearly

expressed. The cause of such a relationship is given by the follow-

Ing. The increase in the acceptor capacity of metal &cens leads to

9."



r
greater dislocation of the electron cloud in the He - X bond direc-

tions toward the metal atom cores, which proTokes a statistical de-

crease in the electron defect of their d-shell; aonseoquentlyits ac-

ceptor capacity and the scatterlng effect upon the conduotivity elec-

trons decreases. The la. er in its turn leads to a reduction in elec-

tric resistance. The strength of interatomic bonding in the metalloid

compounds also happens to increase,as it will be indicated below. Con-

sequently,the effective cross-section of the photone(lattice-vibra.

tion quenta) Is reduced which seem to be also a source of the scat-

tering conductivity electrnns. Dte to this, with the grouh of a

reduction in the electric resistance of metalloid oopoiuends occurs

sharply.

Por the hezaborides of fd- transitional metals with a CB 6

type of structure, the growth in electric resietance was found to

run parallel with the enlargement of the atopic number of the metal-

lic component in the series W 8 0 0e36 ... W6' which Is related

to the reduction in eftective joncentration of the current's car-

riprs( the free electrons),as a result of the elevation of the stab-

ility of the (4f)-etate in this series and the difficulties of the

f4d transition (28.29.).

Jointly with R.V.Kolcmoits, G.V.Samsonov, and SA.Smuenko-

vich t7),we have Investigtated the t)heraal relation of electric re-

sistarce of a number of meta.lloid compounds(tig.5 - 8). The draw-
L J



r inCs make it olear that for borides and curbides, the metallic con-

Guotivity oorresponds at all the eyamined te:eGrature interval*, and

their resistance linearly increases with the tevroerature, vhioh points

to an independence of the number of the ourrente oarriers from the

temperature 1ý and to a sufficiortly full overlapping of the band of

valency electrons with the band of corductivity.

350

7ie.T.tmerature relation of FI.,6.Temperature relation of
electric resistance of uarbidae. resistanoe in b--rides.

(Ordinatat r micro.ohm cm). (Ordinatat r V.,3 5 microohm
cm).

Si•iaides and nitrides only show similar oharacter of conductivity

at definite tmperatures above which the deptneence of their resist-

anoe upon temperature diminishes, which can be related only to a

change in the mechanism of oonduativity,oineeat the eoxMined temn.

perature rsnp.e j9J no phasic transformation* are observed for these

surWatancee.
L -
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7ig.7.?emporature relstion of ig. 8.T¶eperature relation of
electric resistance of ni- eleotric resistance of sill.-
trides, aides.

(Ordinatat r sicrook• am) (Ordinatat r microohm ca).

The reduction in resistance with the tempomture growth io

related to a noticeable increase in the nuzber of the current's Car.

riers under the influence of warring-up, which is characteristic for

semioenductors (9]. The cause of change In the conductivity aeoaan-

Ism in case of the examined silieidee sad nitride** is apparently

found in a slight overlapping of the energy bands of the valency and

conductivity eleotrons,which at increased temperature causes the ap-

pearance of energy gape betveen then,as a result of the increase

of interlaminar distances In the crystals. An analogous relation of

resistance to termerature was detected by L.W.Ousev and V.I.Ovecbkln

for chromium disilicide 60).



r 11( [906. ?or ti~tanium ni~tride, a deviation of t'h* thermal

relation of reslstanoe from linearity was only detected. Apparently,

the temperature obtained by us io not enoug to mse. a divergence of

the valeney and conductivity sones

In this manner, the borides and carbides of transition metalos

mset belong to metal-type substanoes with substantial overlapping of

the bands of the valeney and conductivity eleetrons, while the ni

trldes and eicieodes apparently belong to saelmetals with a slight

overla&D of those band.

The thermoelectromotive force arising in the metallold com-

pounds is not large, reaching the order of a few dosen microvolts

by grade, i.e., it has the same order as also in case of metals

Cllj!ý). Some silicidoe (Cr512 6QC, M~li and 7ell2 6~3.14)) are

excluded. Their thersoelectronotive force has the order of 102 mt-

cro-V/ 0C, which emphasiseo their intermediate position between met..

ale and seni-conductore. With the elevation of tomperatre, the

therroeeectromotlie force of borides,nitridee,and silicides is In-

creased (7i1.9. IC), which points to the vacancy character of

their onnductivity (+-AK d• ), and for the carbides it decreases,

which corresponds with the electron-type conductivity (-&do(/dT)

03.Nere the i( designates the thermoeleoctromotive force for 101.

foCether with Sasoenov and Kuadintsevwe Investigated the

thormoemission parameters of the borides and transition metalsClBo.

L It was shown that the work function of electrons from d.traneition J

S13 -
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Pig.9,Yempezsture relation of the therinoelectranctive
force of carbide* wA borldes.

(At top.1.fto microvolt/O0i at top rlghtt Nb
equals Ob).

Flg.1O. Teinporatairo relationi of thersoelectromotive
force of altrides wa suiclidse.

(on ordinate. siorovalt/OC).

144



r
metals decreases with the growth of the acceptc capacity( i.e. .with

the reduction of the degree of shielding) of their atoms (TIS,11).!his

7Ig.11. Roeation of the work function of electrons from
transition metals to the acceptor capacity ( )

(Ordinata: work function).

is related to the growth of the perturbation effect of atomic cores

upon electron oonductivityand thus to an elevation of the leoel of

the chemical potential. On the contrary, for the borides of the

d-transition metals, as it can be seen on Fig.12, the work function

of electrons increases with the growth of the acceptor capacity of

the d-shell of metal atoms, which -- as it was already indicated ab-

ove -- is related to the rise in the degree of dislocation of the

electron cloud of binding toward the atomic cores of metal, also re-

lated to the stttistical filling of the d-state with these electrons.

t. ?he latter leads to a lowering of the chemical potential of else - J

- 15 -



rtrans in the bolide latticesvhich is manifested by an increase in

the york function of electrons.

4 V#' i

4' 4?

7l1.12. Imlation of work function of electrons of bor-
Idea of transition me tale to the aoceptor capacity
( • ) of tee metals.

(CrdinataItf.3b; on graoht 1b = Cb)

O.A.Kudintsev and V..Tsartv L27) established that the york

fuxiction of eleotrons from the hozaborides of the rare-earth(ft.-

-transitional) metals Is almost monotonously growing from La 6 to

Mar6,and in case of Gd36 14 has a clearly e*pressed minimum, then

Win it increases toward Dyle, and further on,it drops smocthly

from DY26 toward LuD6 . As in case of the electric conduotivity,too,

th!e relation Is oonnected with the f-• d transition' u probabili-

ty /28/.

I16
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Interatomic interaction energy and th_ bond strength

in aetalloid omounds

The high-grade hardnessthe heat resistance.and the chemical

resistance of aetalloid compounds prove the considerable strength of

bondings between the atoo* in crystals.

G.A. Seafcnov and the author 66.17,251 have computed the in-

teratomic Interaction power according to the method proposed by 2.8.

Sbrkisov Oe), an also the Debye characteristic temperature and the

amplitude of the atomic thermal vibrations according to the data of

experiments and literature on the thermal expeneion coefficients by

the method suarjested by the author #91. fte obtained results are

in the Table.

At oonsidering the ohanges in Interatomic Interaction energy

in case of transition from one metalloid comound to another, and the

chartes of the physical properties of those compounds also, it is

easy to see that the Interatomic interaction energy and the physoial

"rhazacteristles, indirectly oonnowcted with this quantity (hardness.

aharactristic temperature) are lowered at transition from a omupound

of titaniun to a compouna of tantalum and wolframium (TiC.13).

the iAteratoml interaction energy of borldse does not change

here mouotonously, in distinction from the carbides and nitrides,

whioth is related to the m-arked heterodemias of the crystal structure

of borides. *A&, a nature of regularity in the change of interatomic

I.-

137
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eir

Fig.13. Chang•. of energy of the Me , X bond vit.h the

change of the position of the metallic comnonents
in the periodic system:-*-@- carbl.•es; -.- o- bor-
idea; 1 0 nitrides.

(Ordl.natai Pnergy of thne metal-setalLoid bond,
.'coal/mol. Abscissa; At¢io number of transi-
tion metal).

Interaction en-r&y convlnciagly indicates that the unfilled d-sbell

of the metal atoms plaey a dcisive role in the structare of metal-

lId compounas.

An increase in tho degree of e.ieldin,( or a reduction In

the acieptor oapacity) at transition from the top to the bottom

elemeots in the grou-ps of the nerindic system, or gernerally at a

sequience along the vrtes Ti - V - Or - Zr VIP 1 - To - V.

. is
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leads to an increase in the electron energy in the 1e - X bonds, and

eo to a loosening of this bond,whioh to *"xreseed b? a reduntion in

interatomic interaotion energy.

On rig.14o we publish the graphs of change in the bonding on-

orgv, the characteristic temperature and the frequpncy of atomic vi-

brations in carbides, In relation to the oritsrion of the acceptor

Mracity t of thp metals.

Although this relation does not sees to be monotonous, yet the

ten.oncy toward an elevation of the bonding etrongth with the growth

of ; is rather clearly expreeged. The symbasio change in the calcia-

latod values of bond energy and in the characteristic. of the tern-.

Pig.14. Relation of bond enArgy,hardnees,o.haraotertistio
temperature and frequency of atomic vibrations in car-
bides to the acceptor cataoityj(t)of the metals.

(Ordinstas kgoal/molt right vprtical line or sea-
and ordinatat am x 1012 .go*

L 1
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perature and the frequency of vibrations, extracted from exoerimental

quantities, oall@ attention upr n itself.

The energy of the No - X banding in carbide& and nitrides,

which have sieale Interstitial Intrusion structure, hAs a roughly

Identical value whereas It the borides which are characterised by a

marked heterodeemia of the bondings these magnitudes are less, which

probably Is caused so that part of the valency electrone In the Me - 3

bonding Is cnnnetted with the bornn atom.

In some publications 620.21),the atonizatlon heat is accesit-

ed as a measure for the etrength of bonding in metalloid coomounds,

which in our ouiia)n ts not correct,eince this magnitude reoresens

In itself merely the difference of enthalpy of the comoonente In

ptase and in free state of a monatomic gag, and it does not directly

characterize the energy of intoraction between the atome in a eolid

body. From ?ig.15 it can be seen that the at~misation heat per one

g-at(gram-atoi) of the metallOid is monotonically redaeei with the

increase of the metalloid content In phave(the graphs are given for

borndei and silicides of molybdaenui), i.e., with the growth of the

ground for metalloid bonding* in the crystals of the compounds.

An extrapolation for a 100--per cent.content of metalloide

givee the heat of their atomizatlon. This Io pointine to a decrease

in the difference in enthally of metalloid oonmonents at elementary

state, and of metallrld -omwounde,with increase of the nu-mber of

L bonding. between the metalloid atoms In phases.
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ftg.18. Relation of atomi•ation heat per I g.-at,of the metal-
old In borides(l),and silicides(2) of molybdaenum to the

metalloid content in phase.
(Ordinata: atomization heat of metalloid,~ga2/g.at.;
Abscissas )etalloidst.,per cnt.)

Physioos-eobanical charaoteristios of metalloid compounds

The basic laws of the ph•rseoo-meohanioul properties of metal-

loid compounds have been formulated b7 the author and G.Y.Samsonov

in the publication 67ý.

fte most oMranteriotio property of the metalloll compounds

seems to be their hlghg•.gde hardness(See Table), related to the dir.

ectional cbaracter and the high energy strength of the Interatomio

23.
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bond$. As it oan be seen from the Table and from FiC.186 the mioro.-

.ha&rdn8e of metalloid eoupounds deoreases with the Increase in the

atomic number of the metal comnanente in the groxpe, and acoording

to the diagonal of the field of the porlodio syetem o,!oupied by the

transition metale, which ti related to the reduatlton of the acneptor

capacity of the d-shell of atoms of the transition metals. On Fig.14,

the relation it shown between the nicrohazdnoes of carbides to the

criterion of the acceptor €ocia y a. It can be ceen that the micro.

hardness Is growing with the growth of k in the sase direction as

the interatomic Interaction en, -y and the characterlstic temperature.

I °.

\%r

*1 ic zrcA eVr

\•ra C

6*WONW AA otO

Fig.16.Relation of oicrohaz'deeu of metalloid oompounds
to the position of the metal ocmponents In the penr-
odic system.

(Ordinate. Pressure, kg/mm2 . Abscisea. Atomic
number of t'amnltion metal.Ou diagram: n a Cb).

22P.•
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Moreover, to a substantial degree, the strength of interatomic

bond,the miorohardnove of metlloid oompounds depends upon their crYe-

tel etructure.

Trom the fable it is evident that at transition from the cubic

monocarbides ObO an& TaC to hexagonal oarbiles Cb2 C and Ta 2 C there is

an increase in hardness, vithout any regard to the fact that the bond-

tag energ for the Me 0 oarbidee ie less than for the MeC monocarbides.

In this, structure seem* to have an effect uipon the hardness,

-- the cubio carbides have two sli•pW• planees (111) and (301),

whereas the hexagonal carbide* have only one (001). This makes diffi-

cult a plastic deforration, and it increases the hardness of these

oarbidea.

Apparentlyan analogous phenomenon takes place for the hexa-

gonal dliborides of transition metals. Py comparing the microlardnese

of carbides and borides of the "ame m•etals, it can be seen that in

those cases where the iuterstomic bonding energles of borldes and

oarbl#es are close to the value (U oB2 / Uoe ,> 0..8) ,in case of the

dlelooaWion stress of the hexagonal boeid. Lattioe whose rigidity is

alse elevated by the chains of boron atoms with each other, difficul.

ties will lead to an overshoot of the hardness of borabs above the

hardness of carbide@.

But in ngae of0 U4JM / U (eo <0.8. the truotuoral factor can

not compensate for the weakening of lattice etrength. In this caee,the
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bardness of borides shove a .ubstarti.ally leoser hardn•'s than the

corresponding carbides (ZrC and ZrT2; TaO and TaB2).

The hardness of the )4eoi 2 disilicidos in considerably loes

than the hardness of the borides and carbides, due, to both the I*s-

ser enetrCy lattioe strength and the laml1nar character of struoture in

came of a comparatively weak bonding between the metallic layors (in

comparison with bonrdoe) Ai", which facilitates their dislocation

stress.

Attention Is called to the high values of the modulus of nor-

iai. elasticity and of the modulus of dislocation of the metalloid

catipo-ands (See Tsble),which corresponds with a greater strength of

in'terstomic bond.
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With this difference in the elasticity mod.4li of transition

metals and their metalloid comnuowde,it decreases with the decrease of

the acceptor ca'-aoity of the metal atoms,wklch is caused by the weak-

ening of the interatomic bonding in the compounds.

The metalloid phases are very fragilemoreover their brittle-

ness Is related to the directional character,a"d to a much greater

ripidity of the Interatomic bonds.vhioh makes it difficult for the

elastic stresses in the material to relax. The author and G.V.Sameon.

ov have shown Co.4) that the tendency of the metalloid compounds to

expand under the effect of elastic and thermal strespes io reduced

with the increase of the amplitudes of atomic thermal vibrations in

their crystal lattices, i.e. ,with the reduction of the bonding, rig-

idity.

Together with G.V.Sameonov and L.M.IKirenovwe made a detailed

investigation of the microfragility of a larger number of metalloid

coMpounds on the PH4T-3 apoaratus for the determination of ricrohari-

neas (). Moreover, in difference from publication (2••in this

case not only the rate of rine of the degree of breakage (crack)

of impressions was taken Into account with the increase of load, but

also the character of the cracks(See the address of V.S.Neshpor af-

ter the report of Frantsevich and Pilysankevioh).It was established

that the brittleneas of these compounds Inoreases in tho sequence

of sllicide .. boride.-nitride--carbide,with increase in the rigid-

ity of the int'ratenic bond.
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!Tn P, AND L 51 mis8101 RM~S 0f COLthMUM fIN CbV, ObO AND 0b3 2

MX..Karounskt1V and Ya.Z.Onkin;
lharskov Folytechnioal Institute

Tcr the explanation of the chance of valency electrons of co..
luabiUm at the formation of CbC,CbV and Cb wve Investigated the
emiesion L-.spectra of oolumbium,ond its Indicated compounds (See Notel1

C Lote~a specimens for the Investigations were given to
us by G..Saseonov .)

We expound here the preliminary results of the experiments.

S]pectra of the L-series of roentgen rays were obtained on a

powert•Aly tranmitting roentgen spectrograph according to the seth-

od of Johann with the aid of a bent quarts ar7stal (doo = 4248.02 X)

of a radius of R = 1000 w.

Ib the spectrograph,a espacially constructed roentgen fluo-
reecence tube was mounted with replaoeable plates.

To get a great intensity of the characteristic radiation of

the matter of the pri.ary plate mirror, the cathode beam was *mit-

ted under a small angle of inclination (about 280).

During the work of the tube, the vaicuu in the spectrograph

(about 10 . 5 mm Kg) was maintained by N.- 1000 and )M(R 40 - A

L puMps.
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The prinary "nd eeeondary plates we.- cooled vitt. ruanning water.

The tem•erature of the secondary plate did not exceed 250 C.

.!.e mirror of the primary plate was made of silver. The fluores-

cent L-voctra of Cb were excited by the charaoterelstia radiation of

the L-teries of A4.

In the L-eoectra of Co, the L lines wi ti eubscriptes 1 ,2

•1C. l •2 and Ti as well as groups Of satellite lines Loand

L•i were obtained

On 7li.lthe microphotogram of the region of tie L-¢aries of

Ob is represented, Including the L emlssien lines with eubsoripts

6 . P73, AM 2, . and the reference line a.

Los•

C(mel umie)

Yig. l. (On •ra'h. Sat~llites).
I.-J
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Lot

L.

CometAaumhI CaIN eaaumb'•••L~

(Rusian word on £rapghSateljjtee)

N6C

No

Pig.3 A =:Cb)

On ?ig.2.tho rer, on of the smee sDsctrum to giiven between L

vAL L, .Anologous spectrograms were obtained for the L-loerite of Cb

in the compounids ObCCbN and Cb3 2 .

From the oomparison of the obtained epectrograme it can be

L. 3
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seen that, at transition of Ob into a rcompound,different plrts of the

speotrum change. The shap var thoe inteneity of the ind!vidual spec..

tral lines and satellite lines change.

The emitsion bands of LP 2 and L were nor^ thoroughly stud.-

ied.
On PIC.3,uicrophote)rere of spectral reione L4 LP 2

(at Identical scale) of the indicated compounds and Ob were compared.

The times of exposure were so selected (for Cb...14 h, for CbC

and 0bU...16 h, and for ObB 2 ... l? h) tUt L ( 4 lines were reealsted

of identical intensity.

The shsn c&haes in the form and intensity or band LPZ are

clearly seen. In cabe of pure Cb,it has a normal form of soectral

line with an asoymutry init of a t 1.4. In case of CbC ad- ObNIt

has the ehape of a wide two-bu•ped line. In a&*e of CbB 2 ,it is mark-

edly aesyemtricalwith a very gentle drop at the ýort.-vave side.

For the exact study of tLe character of changes which occur-

red to the LP band, the micr*p.otograme of pare Cb mid of the con-.

punads were combined.

Since the relative inteonitiee of spectral lines changedthe

question arose about the selection of a line(Wreference line") wbich

should be combined with superimpcoition of the sicrophotograms.

It seemed for us that in the given lases the sost appropriate

is to conduct the comparison by line IP4-
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1. At the transition from Ob to its oo0pounds.ohanges occur in

the Joint band N Twv,Ol of Ob, On this account, the relative intensi-

ty is changed for the lines wbich represent transitions conourrent

with transition* LI1 XIVV.C 1 . Therefore, the Lines LO 1 ,2 ,L 04.

Lih6 aid others cannot be used ts reference lines.

3. From the non-concurrent transitions Li--ýHMiI W

L-4HI III the Lot4 line Itself represents a transition between the

ade eost levele,oving to which it should be the least adversely influ-

enced by the chanees in the outer shell.

Therefore, we combined the spectra of Ob and its compounds on

line L 4

Lo 1"0. L• Lo Kos

71S.4

On tig.4,the combined region of the spectra of Cb 4 - CbV to

/ee Note,7
presented in the region of the lines L - r 2 /(t.' dotted line in-

dicates the contour of the non-coincident region* of the microlhoto.

graphe of pure Ob; the striping shows the portion of the band which

"slipped" away from Cb).

To!7,- The combination of microphotograme at a given

L region of the spectra was oarri*e out by wiy of selection of theox- A
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1'posure time,and not by way of re-caloulation for *qual intensity.]

As it can be seen. iIn eta of Ob and ObN, lines L, 4 coinclde

along their entire contour, but line L ý2 keeps its form,and slight-

ly differs in regard to IntOnsity ( about 7 percent.)

The ohanges which occur to ba"d L 3 have different .charcter.

BW Lan of Ob In ObN completely enters into tte lower part of the

contour of band LýS of pure Ob. The change of bmLd ha bs the "ae

aspoo1' as given also on Pig.4, but without the striped region,while it

disappears at the nitride formation.

This permits to ezrlain the prooesseswvhich oc•ur at the for-

mation of ObT.,by the departure of & part of the electrons vhich are

In ltV,XV,Ol states of the Ob &toax.

Analogous combinations were lslo made for the *icrophotogrmis

of Cb - CbC and Ob - CbD . The tombir.od retions of these beads are

shown on tig.5(the dotted line refers to pure Cb; the stripong is

3252' 22

- 0"25, -50258

14.5 (On diacram,essian wordt Band; Nb Ob)
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r for the band parts "sOlpooed away from oolumbium).Ae it is seenin ali

examined oompounde,the Lf 2 band* enter into the lower part of the con-

tour ;f the emission band of pure Ob.

In this manner, 'fin borides and carbide@ and nitrides, the chngue

of the L P2 band has the charactPr of disappearance of a part of the

emission band. It Is interesting to remark that in the differeut com-

pounds different region* of the band vanish. Thueoi case of 0bB 2 ,

preferably the short.wave part vanishes. In carbide &nd nitride,prefer.

ably the central part distaoars.

Since the emission band seems to be oomplex,oxprexeing the

states NIV,Nv and O, such changes can attest thatlin the different

compounds, electrons of different states takv part in different ways

in bonding.

In Table 1,the numbers are given which charaeterize the chan

geo of band Lv 2 in pure Ob and its compounds.

TAWZ 1.

1 BeOu3Sco j-P I__-,

NbN. .. 0,715 0.2M5
N .... Oo 0.7 0,271
NbBs . . . 0,605 0,316

(Column headse l.A..ubstanoe; 2(Yote)t 1. 1o equal to the
ratio of the area of Lp 2 of the compound and of columbiuw)

L.



Analogous ohane@s Qcr.,,r also in band L In Pig.6,we Dresent

the combined L P band of the compounds and pure Cb (as in case of

bend L2 ,th combination aleo was made at identical Intensity of

line 4)"

foloco LV

24SU. 2481J 2457.7 246M J4*I,. 24ffW3 24U"1 24WII. 245P.?

NIC NMN Ni,

rig.8 (Aussiar word on diacrawtDand;

Wb x Cb)

It can be oern that the change in band Lis smilar to the

changes in band LP2, i.e., theze seems to be a departure of its va-

rious carts.

In Tablo 2,we give the numbers which oharacterize the change

in band L 11 for pure Ob and its oompounds.

The comparison of the slipping part of bande Lp 2 and L1

is oklen yro~aented on FiC.6.

The data of Table 1 and 2 as well rts 7l.6 show that in con-

crete substance the changes in bane.s LN and L,1 are not entirely

L esilar. J
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TABLE 2.

B utwrec soI--

NbN... 0'703 0297
NbC . 0.730 a271
NbBs 06M4 026

r. posno O~MaMmu OramseA
L6CUIPNUUU N Meofts.

(Column heading$: l...substance; 2...r Is equal to the ratio

of the area of L 11 of the compound and of Cb).-

TPhis differer-ce seems to result apy-arently so that LP2 is

caused by transition into the GtatP* S 1 13 ,d3 / 2 0and d5/2 , but for

LF only by transition into S51/3 and d31, 2

It should be assumed that the differient form of bandsL 1
and L 141 *in the different compounds of Ob, is due to the fact that

the giecific weight of st-ates d3/2 and d 6j2 In the comm~on band, are

different.

The specific weight of states d 2and d5/2 In the omaona

band oan be limited by the assumption that the part of transitions

to state 51/3 In emission bands L 2I and L.rl to small in Oompaiis...

on 3/ wih n /%2(in the heavier atoms the Intensities of lines

Lý7 and LfSr form not more than 2 percent. of the intensities of.

lines L¶ 2 andL )

In the supposition that the Intensities of lines L &an

-Lland L~ 1  satisfy the formulat
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where N6/2 'a the number of d,5/2 F-tates; l,'/2,.the number of the d3/2

states, from the experimental data for the ratio of irten•ities of

the LJ2 and L baes~the ratio of ý/'k2  an be determined.

Below are given the data caloulated acoording to the given

formula of the Nr/atN3/i, rto, and with our experimental values

Substance Nn =Cb CbX 2b -, Ob..

N6//2 IN;! 2.08 1.lo P.08 1.90

( ole To~7 r the filled levels, :S2t 614. and the

quotM correlation ratio is transformed into the Burger & Dorgel

rule °)

Oonclustone

1. The L-series of Cb wAs investigated in compounds Cbl,CtC,

and Ob3r..

2. It was found that while the intensity and the shape of

lines Loq.•2, L r. Le4. L L 3 and so on,ohanes a little, the in-

tensity and the shape of bands L P 2 and L11 undergo a sharp change.

3. Bands LP2 and LT, of Cb in the oompounds are only parts

of the corresponding bands of pure Cb.

4. The conducted measurements are not accurate enough for

rell.ible quantitative conclusions; however, undoubtedly In case of

L.b,the deoartire of the d-states it compound ObB3 is larger than

in CbN and CbC.



q•ietions and answer@

,i What conolusions do you make as to the bond types in oar

bides,nitrides and borideel

Ta.B.Genkint In order to make any oonclusions, both compounds

(components) of the @yete* must be thoroughly Investigated. In our

eee Swe e*amined only the Ob in the compounds. 2he second coaponent

And all Its properties aist be also examined. Any kind of conclusion

can be *ade only then.

j.s Now do you explain the splitting of the L N band of Ob

nitride and carbide? Why does this band differ from the band in di.-

borides?

Ta.1.Genkiui One cannot say that the LP 2 band is split.be.

causeliLne L 2 does not seen to be a striatly d1spersed lineguatd..

lag the state of the internal filled levels. It seems to be a cols-

plieated complex of transitions - at 14,15 and 01. fhereforewe can

not say that it io two separate lines. Splitting can happen If some

Information is available on the character or enera of this or an

other line.

lere,however,vo have a band. therefore, we are forced to

* pook of it as a whole, At suceostfally selecting the criteria of

the combination of the Lý 4 lineswe endeavoured with all effort to

maike it such that the L 4 lines should coincide. 'henait was found

Lthat the edge of baud Lb2 coincides with the recession of pure Ob
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rline. Thereforeve say that as a w9iole the energy of this band goner-"i

ally dil not change. It seems to us that we should not say that the

energies of the lines are different( as allegedly the Splitting of the

linot *eees to be). And if the energy remained one and the same, then

the probability of a transition is here also constant. Only the number

of transitions in the given state has changed. It is interesting that

no kind of edg•ei.e., eleotron of an arbitrazy nergyoelipse, but sep-

arate parts of the band are slipping. This Is a proof that the whole

L• N band has soees TiN.01 with overlaooing. We can say that these

transitions are already not in col-Anbium.

In the limits of this band, the 01 transitions are little eS.

pressed. We are not abtn in every case to distinguish them. Therefore

all discussion about their transitions is opnroximative; we cannot

Judge the splittine with prAoiSIon.

There is still this quostioni-- in case of coSpou:As, can the

decrease in the relative intensity of the L P 2 band(by comparison

with pure Ob) be explained only by the decrease in the ntmber of the

free states?

It s**s to us that partL.ularly since the energy does not

change, the probability of transitions does not change either.But

the fact that a pcrt of the line Is eliminated, proes esopeolally

that they are absent.

L J
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D-sa.,,ses.on opz' the .Report_ of M, 1, Kor~sun..kty and Ya, E. Genkin,

r
A..Heon'shikow (Institute of Metals Physics, AN SSSfl)t

from our point of viewthe following Interesting results wore

raoha.k by the discussed vnrk:

1. ?or all investigated compounds and pure Ob,in the scals of

enerlies the position of the L band remains unchanged.

2. In diborlde,oarbide and nitride of 0bthe relative inten-

sity of the L band to lees than in pure Cb.

The first experimental result permitted the authors to announce

for &l." ooompounds the kapothoeli on the constancy of p)robability of

transition from the d and a symmetry levels to the T *;yetr7 level.

?henatcording to the formula I(Z)rJPO.n(R).the reduction of the

intensity of the L( 2 band can be explained only by the decrease in

the do-eieity of the occupied states, i.e., by lees nwmber of trans-

Itiorksewhich gave the right to the authors to calculate the number of

electrons at the levels acoording to the relative intensity of the

L(P2 band.

However. in our opinion,this kind of Olcula&tion does not

determine the veritable position of things. 2-e point of matter is

that Cb. and CbN have a crystal etructure of the Noa1 type, and we

should have here d2ep3 -.hybridlation of the wave functions. But the

possibility of hybridized 2 ý..statoes can lead to a change in the

probability of transition from the states which condition the eoist-

once of the L !-band.
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Therefore, here the calculations of the electron number at the

state* according to the mehodology elaborated by the authors, to open

to doubt. Of course, the eignifioance of the factor of diminution of

the Ploctron number at the d and & symmetry levels Is by no means be-

littled.the less so because the exiet*nce of an ionic covalent type

of boading can be here surmised.
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"K-.SOIFlO11 W'OTRA 0f OK.~)4IU IN WEXDNS, CAfZDASM TfDRIM AnD

S0UM O?)I1 COMO~h~nD

S.A.tlemnonov and A.Z.Henl-
shikov;

Institute of Metals Physics,
AN33 S5

The so.Ld compounds of refractory metals generally, end the

intrus-on phases in partitularly find a vide practica. application

in engineering since they are charaiterized by at Interesting collec.

tion of physical and chentoal properties; - high temperatuire of

melting,great hardnese,brittlenese and good electric condrtivity.

The originality of the orystal struotures,tI.-s complexIty of the el-

ectronic structure,Wd the character of the interatomic bonding for-

ces mske these compounds one of the intoreting, objects of research.

Inspite of a large number of publications,vhose "eview is well

presented in the monograohe ,4 27.the problem about the character of

Interatomic interaction in the Intrusiou phaees continues to reamin

obscurpe.Later, attempts have been rade at solving this problem by

the method of roentgen epeotrosoopy C3- !,oue of the most direct

methods of studying the electron stmoture of solid bodies.
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In the present work,we give the results of study of the nature

of interaction between the atoma of a metal of the transition grouip

and the metalloids of the ftrst series of Mendeleyev's Table( ,CNjO).

The contin,4ous ohange of bond tyrpe from the metallio(in beryl-

lides) through the covalent(in carbide) to the lonio(in oxides) was

presented in the publications [o.?7.Md further developed In detail

by G.V.Samsonw) £84?

As object of research.froa among the metal. of the transition

group. chromium was taken in its boridee,carbidee,nitriles& and oxides

(Cr.BOCr3 2 *Or3 C2 ,Or 7OC.Orj2.rt,3Cr 2o.) and the chemically pure substan-

ces of CrCl 3 and Cr((S04) 3.

The borides and carbides were obtained in the Institute of

Metal Cpramics and Special Alloys of the AN USSR. The nitrides wore

obtained by diffusion saturation of Cr In ammonia jet by the method.

0100oo [91. Cr2 03 was obtained by oxidation of electrolytic Cr at

10000C in free air.

The roentgen [-edge of Or absorption was investigated on a

spectrograph with focussing acoording to Johann in the first order

of reflection from plane(1340) of a quarts crystal. As line of com-

parison,the Xk, line of Is and the 1( line of Mn were used,. he

linear dispersion was 2.5 X/mm. The tube worked at 12-13 kV,45-50

*,. the survey's length was 35-40 hours.

The Or absorption spectra seemed to be of the greatest coa-

L. traet at 5-6 ag/. 2 absorber density. Vot less than three spectra
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rwere aidse for each suhstanco. 'I

por all phases investigated by us, we measured the msgnetic sut-

ceptibilit7. The measurement was carried out ýby P.G.padomanov) on

marmetle balances with a field of 8600 ooretods a& at 1700. Seasalt

vas used ap staneard.

The figuro(,nu.umbsred) represente the basic Ledge of Cr abseorp.

tion In the eamined oompounds and metallio Cr. Along the abboiesathe

PIC.(No legend; on absoissa: electron volts)
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enorgy(power) ts laid out in eV.e, by counting from a chosen seroand

&Ions the ordinate the manitudes are proportional to t absorption

ooeffioient.

According to Sessio and lriedman 'JI1.the firr region of the

Laboorption spectrum of transition metals with open 3dL-shills(in par-

titular, for Or U&5 4o1) to conditioned by transitions of l.s-elec-

trons(one-s) into the unocoupied part of the generalised d"e band

with admixture of the 4p-atate.

The top curve on the figure illuetratee the change of absorp-

tion coefficient in the regiou of the main 1-edge of the electrolytic

Or. It mn be seen that the first region of absorpt±,n does not have

an sro-tangent-shaped form,but it possesses & certain kink at Point

C. By analogy with the aurves of Leozoitation, obtained by the too.

chromatic method of the ,haracteristic spectrum 61,.thllo kink can

be also explained by transitions of Or Irto the 3d.state.

And now, the first Initial reglon of absorption in pure Or ts

conditioned by translitions of Kt-electrons into the 3d and 4s bands,

aM it ezactly reflects the transitions into those states which un-

deogo changes in relation to the type of the chemical bond, But

since the absorption coefficient itself depends u.pon the density of

unoocupied states and on the probability of transition at these

stuteooi.e., Z(t)r• 1(2)n(3), thesc two factors will influence the

intensity of the initial absorption.

. The experimental curves presented on the fiurees are arranged J
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in such an order that along the edges the curves are arranged for subD'

stances of different bond typee, i.e., Or with metal bond, 0r2(804)3

with ionic bond. From the exuaination of theme curves it follows that

in pure Cr the initial absorption by intensity Is roughly one half of

the whole absorption discontinuity, while in Cr2 (C04 )3 it is entirely

not; moreover, the energy position of the A mazimur romains unchanged.

Consequently, in the given oompound of trivalent Cr,the quast-

atomic 3d-4s levels are considerably free. However.dus to the weak

interaction between the ne1i;hboring Cr Ions in Cr2 (30 4 )3 crystal,

the overlaps of 3d and 4s bands with the 4p band art either entirely

absent,or very small. Nenoet.e probability of transition of a K..

-electron into the .-4e-state is markedly redmced,whioh to manifest-

ed in the disaopearance of the initial region of absorntion in the

pertinent Deootrus. The given example shows how large the offset of

transition probability is u•on the intensity of the initial absorp-

tion. o

On the transitions in the following three coutpounds(CrO1 3 ,

Cr2 03 ,CrN) I remark that in these compounds the fine structare of

the basic K-edge of Cr absorption gete richer. The initial absorp-.

tion,appearIng in OrCl 3 ,,ets larger in intensity Jn oxide,mnd still

larger in nitride. The crystal struoture of the given compounds of

the group has an octaýedral atomio c.oordination. According to Ki..-

bell (12),a d2ep I hybridization of wave functions should here ap-

pearIt to thoight that due to smoh a hybridization of d-.ftnctions

L



irith p.4fnc tionsthe t.robability o0? y-eltetron transition into the

;U-4s-etate is large,

An interesting peculiartty of the X-abgorption spectra of Or

In the given oomoounds of the group -- shnwn the first time lo this

work,a& we think -- is th. rresenje of fine stracture in the initial

.rsgion of absorption(in the figure,the kinks in the initial region

of absorption are suitably desigrAted by Points _c and m).

As to the character of absorption spectram, the di b.ride(Cr3a)

is close to these compounds. It has a somewhat Eifferent atomic •oor-

,.Intion(the Cr atom is within a hezag-nal prism on whose apex the B

atome are ar;.anced).

Result.s of tVi tagnetic susceptilclity -rsurerp-t,gl'-en in

the ftlovir.g; Table, .ndicate that in the ordsr of the cnercunde

Jr C1 .its value di,.inishes fror.: R.C10"

'o 9.0 7 10-6 cesm,which proves the diminuttior in the nwumber of un-

* onpenpated electron nins in the ,d-chell of the Or atoms.

.hs presence of a regular chanrce in Intensity of the initial

iabo'orption as veil as the data on the mai-netic suaceptibility mehtsu-

rement mako us bel~epe that in this series of compounds,tcge.ther

with the ionic type of bondiTg,there is a rising 4ovalent conTpo-

nert of interatomic interrction.

In comcarison with the first, the esoend ,g'roup of cor-opands

(Or 3 C:.CrPCriC.,Cr,)) has a larger initial region of the K-Absorn-

Lion speotrum, equal roud"hly to 2&.3O percent. of the whole absorp-



"ion discontinuit,and aoetlo ousceptibility(See Table) in the

order of (8 to 6) x 1C"6 agsmwhioh to substantially les than the meg

netic susoeptibility of the preceding series of compounds. the exam

Ination of the crystal structure in the given compounds finds the pros.

once of more or less distorted prismatic atozic eoordination for

which according to publication #21 there should be a d 4sp or de

hb•oridisation of wave functions present.

10-4. j wommeu I or
so. COSM .YPS* .e* CGSM Wpm.

18, -s 8,4 01P an #,
21.8 67 d00p U•m'p"j1.2 ". 3.8 dp WMa OpON 18.0 As Cr; 5.8 d•i UN A
39.0 2r 3.4

(Column heb ines: I...substsnce; 2...unit In the oge 676..

te 3 3... electron oonfiguration; 4.,"or").

If only, the presence of A covalent type of bonding is &assmed.

then the given sospounds should be diaeahnetic or slightly magnetic,

and the imitlal region of the Labsorption ioectre of Or in the"

oompounds should either entSrely vanieb,or it should be small In

magnitude. In our caseneitbhr one nor the other happens.Henoe,the

nature of the bonding forces seems to be -.omplex in these ooupounds,
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and ,from our point of view.1t rather agreoe with the idea of the

resonant covalent bond develoed by Pauling 6 .

With a general examirnation of the Labsorption spectra of Cr

in pure Cr and its compounds of boridecarbid@,nitride,oxidechloride,

the invsuriability of the positioa of Point '. in the energy e*a!*

should be noted,independently from the t)-pe of compound. The kinks

of the absorption coefficient curvecorresponding to Points d and e4

whose nature we do not studyas well as the A maximum are subject

to changes ooth in the enerry scale and in the intensity scale.
IA - -a\

Point ý(Zet&i) = ký --- the mic5lle of the absorp-

tion discontinuity -is regularly shifted to the short-wave side

by the extent of increase of the ionic oomponentof bonding force in

the compound s.

Oonclusion

1. The nature of the interaction of Cr atone with the retal-

loid ators of the first line of Mendeleev's Table(Cl,O.N,,a&nd B)

continuously changes from ionic covalent, to covalent metallic.

2. The obtained exnerIaental results indicate that the dif-

ferent compounds inside one diagram of state cannot pertain to

sin•le type of bonding forces,because in this oase the conoentr.-

tIon of metalloid can plasq an essenttal role. This is Particula'ly

chara='trietic for the oompounds CrW and Cr2N, CrB2 and OrB.

3. A hypothesis on the metallic state of the metallcid atom

,.(as this is correct In case of the Pd-H system) cannot be extended .J
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/
all classes of the Hag!!ian phase of 1ntruslon. The ty Lca. intrui

phase of CrN is close to Cr 2O, by nature of the interatQmic interaotion,

and in this oxide the bonding forces hAve ionic covalent character.

4. In the metalloid comoundsi, the character of bonding forces, is

comolex. Of coureep the ordinary classification into ionic, covalent m d

metallic type of bonding is not in agreement with real ity.

The authors express their deep gratitude to 0. '. Samsonov for the

peroAtted samples and his freat interest in the work.
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Discussion on the report of 8.A.Iiemnonov and A.Z.Mentshikov

L.A.Zhurakovoki'A (Oessa Podar.,"g* Inettitue );

The question about the nature of fcrces of oheoMc&l interac-

tion betueen atoem of a metal and metalloids In the carbides, ni-

trides and other Intrusion phases of transition elezente presents

great practical interestard for many years It ias attracted the

attention of investigators. Wevortheleesuntil now it still has

not been sufflicently explained. For the foundation of present as-

eutions,uagnetio,electric,amd arystallo-chemical data are used.

Rovever,until recent tires,information or, the roentgen spectra of

the atoms in theme compounds was not available which,In differ.

once from the data of all other methods, could give the most direct

Information about the energy state of atome in these comounds.The
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first investigations by emission spectra in this ares wore made -

cently by I.Z.Weinstein and oooritere.

fte solution of this problem is also the purpose of the pros-

ent vcrk in which the fine structure of the roentgen 1.abo•rption

ose~tra of T1 is investigated in the alloys of the Ti-C system where

the aetallo.d content ch.nges from 24 to 9 percent. by weight.

All investigated alloys were prepared by the metho1mlog doe-

cribed in the literature, and (except the 9.percent.alloys) they per-

tan to the same field to which the carbide of face-eonterod cubic

lattice belong*.

The research was conducted on a spectrograph specially cons-

tructeL for this purposewhose construction was suggested by I.1.

Stary,end described earlier.

Tke plans of a quarts crystal prism was used se Analyser. The

method of recording the spectra was photographic. The optimum den-

city of the absorber was experimentfally selected. It was equal to

5 mg/cw3 . At higher densities of the absorber, the fine structure

of the Ywedge of absorption was loss clearly observed at the oe..

pe rizent.

?or comparison.parallel with the carbides, the fil'e stmr-

ture of the K-absorption edge of ft and its dioxiie(rutyl) was in-

vestigated. Attention was called to the fact that the energy7,or-

resp'.nding to the maximum of the long.wave absorption band of Ti,

L rmained unchanged In both compounds of this metal. This is in good j



r'groement with the phenomenon f*tnn in the preceding researches, and -1

It does not strree with the hypothosis that at the formation of the car-

bide* of transition elements a "metallizati-onO of the bond occurs,

which would be mantiested by a partial filling of the ld-energy love

@lI of the transition metal atoins. More detailed experiqmental Invee.

tigations will be continued in the very near future.

V.S.Xeshpor (Institute of Metal Ceramlics and Special AlloYsAo TTSS):

Something should be said in connection with the oommritoation

on roentgen spectral research of the metallold phases. As a direct

method of studying the character and strength of bonds in metals and

In compoundethes research*e are of great interest.Yettheir de -

tailed examination remains still a failure until now. The data of

individ,•al researches occasionally disagree with each other, and they

are being arbitrarily treated by one school or the other.

Therefore, it seems to me that according to tke results of

researches of a number of physical characteristics of tCese s•,btan-

oessuch a structural model could be now roughly preerseted for these

oompounds on whose basis the senarate spectral (Lata could be dealt

with.
While talking of eleotron transitions to this or to that side,

tho7 cannot be examined only from the point of view of the zonal

theory, but the individual peculiarities of the structure of atom

components of the compounds must be studied. Undoubtedly, the great-

est effect u-Don the physical properties of metalloid comnounda is

L J
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exercised by the degree of filling of the 3dW-hell of the transition

metal atoms and the lonisation potential(or eleotro-negativity) of the

metalloid atoms. These factors determine the density of the occupied

states both in the valency sone and in the conductivity sone, and

hence they show a substantial effect upon the position and intensity

of the spectral lines of meta.ls In coapoundspawticularly in case of

the L-series.

?ue type of crystal strucoture and the number of bonds should

be also stu•ted.

from the results of the work reported by M.I.Xorsunekli and

&,Z.Genkin,it can be seen, that the greatest number of electrons leav-

Ing the metal are in boride(Obbp), and a less number In nitride and

carbide.vhich correepcnds to a larger number of B borde in the ber-

ide lattice(Use -3 and 3B -b) than the number of C and N it in the

carbide and nitride(C{e - X). In nitrtdes,th4 metal lose* mire .lee.

tronsein correspondance with the greater electro-negativity of N.

than In case of carbide wbicb. has a saller eleotronega•ivity of C.

The researches of the initial absorption region in ionic and

metalloid compounds are of considerable interest. B•at,at the end,

one cannot agree with the conclusions drawn in this work as to the

transition from the purely Ionic He - X bond In chloride and sul-

phate to the covalent bond in boridee,carbidee and nitrides.

Nesearches of the temperature relation of electric conducti.

Lilty of the latter phase,presented in our report,IndinAate the metal.-.
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lie nature of coniuctlvity of the transition metal rerbi•es and borides

i.e. ,the preseene of free carrier* of electric current In thea~subordi.

nated to the Fermi-Dirac statistios.

Thuest is apaarently correct to consider the chanes in t*.e re..

gior. of initial absorption in the aompouads i vestirated by S.A.Remno-

nov a&n A.7..4az'uhikov as result of subsequent grrdual transference of

the density axsrn,= of thp e'ectron shell In the Me - X bond. from metal-

Inid to metal in the sequence of sulphate(chlor!de) - oxide - nitrLde -

carbide - borite,which is also 1ntei out in qr report.

In oAr opinirn.sauch a mjardet alto fits the reiritds of the work

of Vaynehteyn and Vasil 'yev according t~o the exeainati-n of the K-emis-

sion spectra of Ti compourie. The growth of tht metallicity of cor -

pou•d• also ham'ene to be in this dire-tton.

H.D.Olinchuk (Institute of Fetal Ceramics and Special Alloys,AX USSR):

Investigation of tIe bphavior of admixture In solid solutions

is of considerable interest. I wish to touch on the prcblem of the ef-

fect of the admixture's concentration upon the onery spectra of the

base metal.

In works of foreign authore and in recent vorks of the Soviet

scientists Gurov and Bornvlzitit was shown that c|ange in the admix-

turelo concentration effects the shift of the Fermi state of the base

metal. for each base metal,a. cortain definite concentration exists

beolw which the dislocation of the Fermi level can be disregarded,
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r At concentrations above this definite one, due to lntraction"

of the airixtures,tho shift of the Yermi level considerably inoreases.

Thusif the basic solution is copierthea %Ith the admixture's con-

centration of an excessive single charge of about 60 atpercent. ,the

V'ern! level shift is r7w-hly abc-it 0.5 eV(according to the data of

Friedel,Advanoemernts of P)Z"e.,1954)

We were interestod in thA soid solutions on iron base. In

traertiton uaetals(I.e.,wit", larrr effectIve mbotes) the excess

cha:ge of a6mixture Is quiokly shielled.

a.ereforethe solved elements mutaally inte.?p•t only when the

concentration of admixt-re is sxf.iclently large, For irorn,the con-

vent.:atiorm must be mrn than 60 at.eroent. With smalloer concentra-

tiorsthe bermi level can bt aecielerad practially unchsnored.

&*distribution of the ex-ere electrons among the open 3d and

4s *he!)s of Iron occurs on account of electron ecatterl,4 at ther-

mal vibrations of the crystal lattice of the base meta,). As the re-

searches of a nuimber of authors show, the elp.tron fraction of

Lhose whioh se.p out into the d- and S.bands.s.oule be pro.pirtionr.

ate with their relative level densities In the vicinity of the er-.

ml surface.

liees the density of d-state is larger than the density of

the s-state,the larger part •f the excess electrons must go for

tia "uuililng of the d.band of the base metal.

L
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r KJKrusi(Khs~rkcov Pol~teohiah ins~tite) s

I would like to aike a few comments.

In their reportSA.Ieaoanov and AS.Nen'shikov ephaseisod the

great possibilities of roentgen spectral analyio.With this method it

should be in agreement that it gives pod basi% for the ju•ftmt of

the electron behavior in the various state., Prem these data then,

ooncluelono are drawn on the electric conductivity of the substance

and or. its other properties.

lowever, as I.I.lrantsevioh oorrectly reatarked,the chemical

compound must be investigated in a complex wn~er, i.e. ,the speotral

method oust be combined with oher methods of reoearch.

*.at is then trustworthy in the discussed ropert and what

mses doubt?

The data entered in Table are parttaularl' infor-tive. thie7

can undergo some changes in this way or another. These dataas t he

spectral curves theaselves also, were obtained in a hurry; their

msthodology of processing was alse developed literally In a few

days.

Thoerefore.these data should te oonsidered as approximative.

I wish to call attention to those additional possibilities

whick, this method reveals. It seems to ae t.at firstly In the roost.

&on spectral practice there to a pousibility to determine the nuam-

ber of electrons which leave for bonding.

9. Particularly interesting areoundoubtedl~y.the results of stady--
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tug the offeot of concentratimn ch~anges in the* range of the are& of

homogenous.neog of the metalloid phase* of the type of ultride~ocw..

bile,borlde wa other cooupowds.
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OOABWflV3 BUITLUNUSS OF VFAS-RUISTAIT OIWOUD8

I.W.Trantsevih and &..Pilyakaues.
vi ch

Institute of Metal Ceramic* and
f.eeal AlloyAW.MTSSl

Articles from refractiry comepounds of the type of carbides ,

borldes,nltrides end silt•d'-.sore and orte widely used in oontem-

porar7 e*n• eeringshould posess. sufficient stability aCninst a ther-

aal shock. The realitation of this property in material whieh has

high strength of atomic bonding,low capacity of relaxation of inter-

el stregessnd which are brittle b'v their natuareis extremely dif-

ficult.and is not always feasible.

The attempt at prpearlrn and investipating the details for the

basis of the refraptory ocmpounds indicates tWt,reoardldes of their

apparent i.dentical brittlenap ane. resistivity to the action of nor-

mal tensile forcesthey reait In different v&v to thermal shook,

which proves their considertble difference In regad to brittleness

sad relaxation capacity.

Rowever,sinoe these materials poses*& identical mpoieoscopto

I.J
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brittlenessas mentioned abnveo for a.p.ropriste selection of those

among the refractory compounds which could servo as basis for the pre-

paration of super-refraetory matprials resistant to heat shool,it

seems to be necessary to resort to microsoopic research for the study

of their comparative propertioe at small •cale.

Therefore,ve have undertaken a comparatLve microsoopic Invee.

tigation of the mechanlim of deestretion and brittleness in rela-

tion to the votential epacity of resisting the action of thermal

shock. In these researches we used 1) the method of oonstruting eta..

tistical curves of micrabrittleness by the oraering ability of the

impressions omlsed by the mieroduropeter's indentor at different

loads, an 2) the method of electron aimrofractography.

Regardless of the extraordinary importance of the estimation

of comparative brittleness of refractory compounde,until mow a af.-

ficiently olear,simple ead reliable method has not been available for

sch an esti.atione

Various methods have been proposed for the comparison of the

brittle proverties of refractory compoundso -- by eoomressibility

of pouders All. by the number of hits upon the eaple wbhich auese

destruotion &•, by the work"Vent on deforration of material at ob-

taiing an impression by the durometer 6), and others.

Let us stop a while for the detailed description of the lat.-

ter method. By this method, a relationship Is built between the num-

L-ber of• mpression& which have orado and the mnitg de of the load$ -J
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and that Pk load 13 determined by which 50 p'troent.of the impressions

will crack. At the determination of hardness N, the diamond prism of

tke in'entor does some work spent on plastic deformation of the mater-

s.*l. This work is computed for force PK. By knowing Pk.the hardness N,

arA the abical angle of the pyramid,the work SkScalled by the author

J-2 "visoosity',oen be calculatnd. bor Bickeri, pyramid the formula is:

2k 2 x oi4~ k7ga
•H

Irom our noint of view,tbe greatest prosoect has the so-called

Mcrobrittlenese method whichas it ti knownoonsists 'of the construe.

tion of curves which are related to the number of imorossione that

orack under the in.entor of the microdurometer from the load put un.

or.. the indentor,or -- after reauhing the load at which, all iwpres-

slons have cracks,-- the number of cracks in one impression with a

cortain load magnitude C4,51. Moreover,obviously at a givAn load,the

uire brittle muaterials will have a larger number of impressions with

,azack*( or correspondingly, fewer unoracked Impressions). Thusby

tke comrison of the curves of mircobrittleness, we can also judge

thte relative brittleness of the Investigated matoriale.

We constructed such ourves for a number of retraitory com-

pc¢unde and silicon which enters into some fire-resistant compost

t;tonse. they are given In 7ig.l. On the micro-sections prepared by

dliamond powderthe LeAsurements were me on a PHT-3 apiaratus for
-I
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7ig.l.0aUves of microbrittleness for several refrao-
tory oowounde and siltcont I... vilioon; 2...
Cb32, 3 ... TI]J 4_810;C 5..,,Zre, 6, .,iO; %.,
OCrT3; 8,e..Cr 3 C2 .

(Abocesuat Pressure ,in &Tam*)

the determination of micro-hrdneess. Dta obtained from 506-?O measure-

ments enter into one potnt of the curve. The reproduoibility of the

8alts,obtained in the tvo halves of one and tMe same eauple,list 5

whioh aiparently can bt considered as the accuracy of the method It-

self,a•d oa" oracterise the satisfaotory degree of its obJeotiv.e

noess,
At the, sorutiny of the aicrobrittlenese ourvesfirst of all

the f&a:t It noted that several uwves intersect each other,for Ina-
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rV
tance for ar 3 02 and TIC, for ZrC and SiC.

This brings a certain disorientation into the problem of deter-

ainatton of oomparativo brittlene.ssmince in case of small loads.e.g.,

ZrC prones t0 be lose brittle than -SiCbut with larger loads the op.

posits happens.

The question arlaees,what should then characterize the compar-

ative brittleness of mterials:-- mautual situation(I.e,,the run of the

oun-es); the start of th.e curves,i.e., the load at which the Impres-

sions start to crack: or their end, i.e., when all impreusions have

crackso

Prom 1Tig.l it is evident that the maximum load at which cracks

are stil.. not formod aroufA tho inm.ression differs very little for

the different materials so that apparently this magnitude mannt be

considered characteristic.

As to tO mutt.al s&tuatio% of the curves,obviously we should

take here in account the behavior of the seprate grains of tested

material. Under actual conditions of a uult.orystal samle,a grain

which is subjected to the action of the indentor will be n.Aer con-

ditions of a disproportionate allround compression,particularly when

we take in account that the refractory compounds are destroyed in

the a'ea of elastic deformprtions [6V. Rvidentlytherefore,the fild

of stress where the tested grain is located w-ll depend upon dif-

ferent factorsoe.•.,on granulaerity,presence of internal stresses and

L J
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so on, In agreement with this, the grains of the matorial tested for •

micro.brittleness will behave in different wayssinoe they will be

in different force fields. This will also cause that for the differ-

ent .•ktprials the carves of sicrobrittleneus go different wvayespe-

cially that they intersect. To be able to compare the different cur-

ves with each otherwoe must know how their course is influenced by

the field of stroas in thm sanpe.

For the eutimation of this influenceowe calclated the rela-

tive derivatt.e P dn

n dP

along each curveand constr.uoted the relation of this magnitude to

the loae.lz this f-rmula, P...is the load at which the number of non-

cra•'.r.Ig impressions Is n (iraent.).The derivative is calculated

at the point which to oharacterised by the given values of P and n.

The obtained relations are shown in FiC.2.

From 7ig.2 it is evtient that the majority of the examined

materials are characterized roughly by an identioal c< derivative

within the range of 20-40 grAms of load. At larger ladesthe curves

'C K f(P) begin to differ marlkedly. In our view this proves that, as

to bhittleness materials oan be compared by thi run of the curves

n = f(P) only within the limits indioated by us, and at roughly

identIcal values of t . Moreover, the sarplee m•st be evidently of

identic^l granulation. The most reliable rpralts should be obtained

-66 -
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411i•I-IV I

F7I.2.Rplation of relative derivative t to lead for
& few refractory compounds and aillcont l...Si;
2...Cb;,i 3...TIN.; 4 ... $10; 5...ZrC; 6 ... TIC;
7....rB,; 8...Cr 3C2 .

(On abscissa; i , in grars).

at th•e compnripen of the microbrittlen¢es carros it cap* of a load

tha-t corresponds to the minimum value of t ,1.e. ,iu the givor. case

with e 0# lof;I = P*ý S.

The analysis of the curves o.z f(P) indiaates that with lar-

&or l•.s'. the effect of the stress field sharlly Ircreases, and it

Is different fc'r different matorials. Thereffreobiouslythe comr-

parative brittleness cannot be rharact•rized by comparison o.f the

Lourvee b:, loads at which all laressions have cracks, since these
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trnitudes depend not onlY on tte p-.ysical nat-re of the tested sanT1e

tut also on the stress field in which each measured grlan ho~ent to

be.
Attention I@ called to the fact týat m .ntudoe 0( is couaVrat-

ively large for pure $1, and sharply Inoreases with the growth of the

load. Starting from the above made assumpticne,as a result of this,it

car be, e•pected that for samples of silicon .f diffu-rent grain sizes

t.e micro.brittlenees curves will be different.Erperience confirms

tkis assiuation. On Fig.3,amicrobrittlensed curve•s are shown for

..1A

\\I A

Fi.3.0urves of microbrittleness for coarse-grained and
fine-grained samples of silicon and ohromium carbide;
1...silioonSuMple No.2; 2...2I,G&Mple 1:o.2; 3...
GrIS wample ;o.1; 4...Cr 3 C3 sample No.2.

(On abscissas Pmn grams)

coarse-grainod and fine-grained silicon. The fine-grained samplee

seom to be less brittle than the coarse-grained. ?his can be ox-

L J
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plained so that in the fine-grained sample the tested grain Is under

conditions of a more all-round disproportionate stress than in the

coarse-trained saple*, vhich csuses the endurance of grette• loads

without destruction. Generally apeaking, similar oonolus'ons can be

also drawn on the bsis of the Orowwi-Griffith theor.y.

For sake of comparisonTigC.3 1aso shows the miorobrittleneas

Curves for saapleo of OrSO2 of different grain else. The sample. dif-

fer from each other by granularity in the same vay as the i seam-

ples. In correspondence with the considerably smaller mMnItuda of

cK for Or30.2 in contrast with SitJe difference In the micro-brit-

tieness curves for Cr3O2 to also such less. If at P t 20 gthe value

of miorobrittleness for 0r 3 02 differs only by 7 percent..then at

the same load it is 2i times larger for Si. Mis difference in the

ourvPs increases w th. the load8 togather with the increase of the

value of %(,as shown In Table 1.

TAMLZ 1.

Si I R 1C
-. - o. - .-

12 1,9 1,72 10 0,3 1.02
30 ,9 2.50 2D 0.3 1.07

25 3,0 3,00 40 0.6 11
- - - OD 2,2 1,22

L(N0TSI P Is Civen. In Crams)4
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Parallel with the me•to.d of ofstruction of microbrittleness

curves for qiaaltati•e comp&rison, we have widely used the meW.od of

electron mi crofragtce'g,&phy.

We method of electron frZtet*rphY ,de'eloted by r.Zapf,i.e.,

the study of the struoture of rupt, reo,lately finds larrer and lar-

eTr ap;)lication fLr the Inveetieaton of the charaeter of oestruc -

t'kon of metals are. elloay, P.g., of steel,in connoction with oompo-

sitionetructitral peculiaexitios,aelenand so oneas well as for the

solution of other nroblens of metalulrgy. Deficlencies,limitsations

Inherent In a-% optical alicrcscnpe, -- the conpa.ratively eaall ant-

ftoation,the low resolving power and oh!"fly the small depth of

har-onese -- were the *otivo thatrin the ra.jority of cases of steel,

fractographic invtestiition Is madie with the aid of an electron at-

Crosconp.

"se applied the slewtra-miaro-fractographiC inwreattation of

refractory compounds of the type of carbides,borldee,nitrides and si-

licides in ordor to clarify their aeclaztesn of destructio, in *on-

Dectleo vitb the study of their con';arative brittl.er.eus.

Applied to fractures of refractory compownds,we worked out

a special sethod~oley of sample preparation 411 whicoh consists of

two steps. The first is the formation of an impression by pressing

the tested fracture surface into ace t=n-cofterned celluloid. After

dring of the improssion aend its seraration from the surface of

L-j
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the umple ,on the contact lid* a second impression was dusted on

with titanium or uilioln protomide (eoond stop).hS sepawation of

the second impression was aeomplishod by the dissolution of the

first in aceton.

According to this mothodologyjetruoturee of brittle'fraa

tweo were e*aJined for a series of multi-crystal refractory eon .

pournd for which data were obtained on miowobtittleness. kll samples

were obtained by hot pressing of the powders of lisited(iamzmus)oom.

positions. ?he jswples under tosttin were destroyed 'by bendlng I..

pact destruction.

tie study of the struture of fraotures disOovered lubtantit..

al differences in the fine structure of" fraoturoe of the different

classes of copowrds. Ve give below macrophotographs of the frao-

ture stractures which are most characteristic for this or that type

of oomipound. They were chosen from amone 50 - 100 pict-ares observed

in the electron microscope, and they show the statistical character

of the electron microscopic observations.

A inmber of eoo poundes,e.., oolurbiue boride ObB2 (4ig.4),

sillion and oolmbius eilioideare destroyed along a clearly formed

surfsce of cleavage or separationwhich can be related to the low te-

siatsn*e of detachment along eis surface under the action of normal

stresses. Ooneidering that, as a rula, uAder conditions of heat

"shooc,by the effeot of thermal tensile stresses the material is de.

L.stroyedowing to normal streaseethe low resistivity of these materials
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against detachment along a certain crystallographic surface

shouiA be related to their negative characteristics.

In the other large group of refractory oopoundeoin the struc.

ture of the fractureparallol with the'Aurfaces of cleavage and sepa-

ration,stine of destruction appear Riong beoondary surfaces of lea-.

vage vwt. characteristic terrace-lik* StcturOe of the fracture, re-

floating the bbocluy streture of-the crystals, In the majority of

cases, in these fracture* the cleavage surfaces coincide with the

orystellooraphlo eurfaces of the primary cleavage, an it is seen,

e.g., In streaniuz carbide ZrO (]Yg,5),where the surface of cleavaes

seems to be a'surface of type (100). On 71g.6, the terrace.ehaded

fracture of silicon carbide Is presentedand on Fig.? that of tita..

nMum carbide.

We find the majority of carbide* in this group of compounds.

Tin17ly.ir still another'group of coupoundee.C.,r 3 C2 and

34 0,new elements appear in the stru•t•ue of the fractures.which can

be a"parently related to plastic deformation in micro-voluma.

Prom this point of view, 71g.8 Is characteristio where the

structure of the fracture of Or3 02  o gitve4, mere$, two swates& of

bent displacement surfaces eia be dsttngutsibed, Including three

neighboring grains. In one of the grains, two plane-slippage surfa-

ces Intersect, due to which the Crain seems to be smashed at a large

number of blocks somewhat cLsoriented witb. regard to each other.

still more direct signs of somewhat inereae•d plasticity are



Pthe traces of disl'2cat.ons (apparentlygrowth dielocations) whoe "

outcrops at the boundary line aopear to bi in the shape of punctate

,haIns in the structure of the fracture of boron carbide B4C (Fid.9)
and chromium carbide Or-O 2. In these materials, hlgh-r resistivity

to thermal shock as well as a lanown capacity of deforn•ation at high-

or terere.tures can be foreseern when even in fhese :natirials of very

fr*at strength of interatomwie bond the dislocation aicquiLros the abil-

ity to shift.

Concl'is1 one

The qualitative(construction of microbrittleneso curves) and

the quantitative(microfractograph c) inveetiautions of orittlenesa

of refractory metalloid compounds make voimsible to araw a few prelim..

Imauy conclusions.

1. The statistical curves of micrabrittleness distinctly ii-

lustrate the d.fference in the eicrobrittleness of the different com-

p: o~.n. s.

Considering the mest apnronriate zomparisor nf mtcro-plasti.

city indices at a load of 20g,the following eeries ef the examined

compounds can be recorded according to decreasing brittleness:

Si - TIN - W 2 - SiQ - ZrC - CrB2 - Cr.EC2 - TiC.

2. The obtained seriAs Is baciclly renro4ucee &+ taking the

plasticity of *vieoosityw., determtneot by Yamquiet 0.ae a triter.

ion. In Table 2,we give the data obtained for some compounds by

tLPalmquist'e method an& by the method of cor.structin,• curve* of J4

;A~ro•,ri ttiqne �5 *
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r,

'1.&L 2.

isa H. Ip 10'.

Tw 37 8,261 73
Z3C 25 4.581 57
sic 18 2.80 48
NbB, 2508 12 1I.64j 35

(Column he*dadigg: 1. .pac ... R, kgipma; 3 ... PIC66;

4...S.104 o M.; 5 ... A.1 (20).-

As it car, bý msetr frai tthe 5a&USthe quali.tative ooincidence

of the results obtained by both aethode(vith *eclusion of TIC) Is

rather fair.

3. Investigaticn of the Udfferent refractoz., co.po.ads of the

titauitun basis( -agbi.de,boride,nitrideand s.licide) $havs that the

iL~crwsa 1r brittleness runs il th• order of 1i1i 2 - !i- 2 -

TIN• (7io;. !) .. eor,,l'ius-on I a eontohat contra e '.tor7 to the data

of Wwmeonovr W. Neshicff vbo obtained an increase in brittleness

fron,. nitride through borlde to carbio.e. It sew's to Ut that

via-h di 1ferenoee 16 eoplal.re- by &a Imperfection of the method of

determination of the "14sttle properties by the compressibility of

:),:,wders thit wer'e u,,ed by th- athw /T7.

16 -
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f- K

0 X 0 0 M

jgoj0o.Cus.r%# of ..crobrittlAness for refractory tit.nium.

The tbtcretical exi-.lanaton of this chane in brittleress

from one compound to the other L.j5based upor, the calculatior. of or,-

ly the firce of interatoric bond does not seem to bo s*fffic!ently

strict In our presentation either,sinc. - parallel with tVe bond-

ing forzes., it is abeolutely necessary to calculate the t:pe of

bond and the differeot relaxation cepaclttes. Without rcard to

the fctt that the value of the averare square diol"catior for TIC

is "eee(C.087) than for the borlde a cecordi•r to our data

Ti, Is more pestitswhJch it als.o qualitatively co:nftrmed 1y frac-

tcraphic researches. This is appa:ently exnplained by the greater

metallicity, of the bondinr arid by the greater relaxation capacity
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of the sarbido than of the borlde. Fu~rther exazinatiote Should show

how oorrect such & viewpoint is.

4. Qýxantitative datua on the compabratively large degree of oi-

crobrit',1eresis of TIO~ohromluum ear'ýide, aMd qualitative data correlis..

ted. with them and~ obtalined by mieans of fractogr&ahy,co'nfla- the verv

good hol _comcressibility anid relatire high resistivity to th'ermnal

shock~s.

15. The correlative qWu~iitafive and quantitative d&'.. also Co-

inc~ie Sor other eaxineO. vmatdrials&t- S~iioon. oo1n~tium borlde. tita-

rni=i ni~ridle,and so on.

in anor~lusion, the authors express tbanks to G.7.Sameonov for

tris sabrmr'.Ps presen~ted for the Ihvesitigation.

Bjbliojra2

1957,p.4 2 9.

4. O.Zer-hardt.Zsahr.f.gectallicde(J.for Histalogra~ph)*vol.:3s,

5. i .Yu. 1ornilova. sbornik '"Mtlcrotverdnost"(0oll,.,tion on

Hicrohardnpess) 1950,p.21C.

S1. L,k.5ch-,eInmr.?v~rdnost khr.apkikh tel(U~rdnese of brittle

bodies). l949 P -. 70.J
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?,A.N.Pilyankevich. Zavodskaya&laborutoriya(factory lab.) .1;o.3,

11;58.p. 314.

qpistionie and answers

~.Q. What is the comparative brittleness of vil.I-cn 't~e;r.

t~cultarly: In referencoe to silicon carbide arid oth~er coma-ands?

A.K.Pilysrikevich: We did not stud;' stiion L4 '*rlde.

g.: hatwan the purity of the Initial uLtiorials -- of 'b.rido,

nitridal, anti to Oul

A.TF*1vsankevickh: The:' were rather para sampl-te,9:s;arad fra

pure original aktp~rI1.. bv direct syvnthesis.

2q.: What was ,*ae pt.rity of the reýamlaed silicon,(

iA.K.Mly'ankovich:; Technicail silicon was examined.

.q.: What is the rep."ducibility of the data on microbrittle-.

AA.N.11rankevich: We made vich ow-nmrix-nts, rarticula~rl)r for

the ck rQ.niL cAtrb~de sam~ples obtained from a psart~cv'gar ph~t.*, 1ý

r,,r;u'blt, of the roe-alts is 6 to 10 oorcent. at the cor.lruc..

T.L~Aof m~ rit1~"~cartes.

IIC



CODITYUSIOU 0J TW XLZ4WTS i"2C PAiR %C!:Az

V.I.,rkhrov a.." V.K.cnev
Uralsk State dThiversity

In the p-ewtet articit, the co-di.f'.son of two elpents into

a thin•. •s eanined in sL-'txeis of thie typa of hard ,metal --. ixture

os' twoo ohemically active gages For brevity. theu- systems are do.

sigpAted further on as

me - (X4X" V

where Me... isetsl(hard)

X, ... the first element(gas)

X"....t.e second eiemeit(Ses).

The theoretical value of sv.-h investigations incl.des t1e ob-

t&iz.nc of experiaental data for the e.planation of the physioal mech-

anio, of the reaction diffus'.on in general, practically conditioned by

the nood of sta.dJyiug the tenhuologioal processes related to the action

of amee supon the third phase.esc-cially the processes of gap corro-

tsio and c.henioal thermal prnoessing of allo.v

For the study of the striotural oonfi•-ration in the reaction

L 4



diffusion layers eon. of the •inette- of the growt-h of difaision 1sa

yore in the triple systems of the above show type, they muet be o3As-

sifted.

The olu.e&,!ficatiom "aa be based tepon a few factors which mWj af-

foet the prooes of reaction diff,ision.

Diagrams of the state Dt sjstean formed.

exii.±inai in bia!.g systems of the ke-X type

The first ý^*e is a ;aeudo-bnary dliaram of the *tate of con

pounds with Inorgonic bol.Wb!!.lt:" w"lh are f4'-ed In the Me-' and

*e - I" inarny systeme. In this caaothe formbtion of a diffusion .ay-

or in obser,-. vhioh 1oneietO Cf k single phaP vwith a oncntration

gradient tbat for both ciompaants decrtse"o by the l•,qr depth. This

case is schematically presented on 71S.l (1...for reaction diffuiton;

k...for f'ratlun of triple solid ioCiutions).

(Words oa ftgure: Ordinate.,.goa,; on "b" diagramiSolid solutici)

4-
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L4e seecnd oase is a psueudbinary dlaarott r a state of XV and

X" with orga.to solubility in ompopunds formed in the We . X, ond

He - X" binary systems, Here tke diffusion picture already has another

type (iri.2),

Vk

The sur•,ce 1'.•vr will consist of a phase which contains more

of the elex.ant that has smaller diffunion mobility. At a certain

depthe,.s lAyer of the other -hase Caw also exzet which Nts increased

oon'.centration of the element of £reater diffusion mobtltty. This case

it schemaiially presented oa 11g.2 (g...fcr reaction dlf,^us!on; •...

for fomo.ation of triplo soel, solution).

At a result of different d!iff.ion mobilities of the eleme-.*s

In %he reazzion lAyers,the depth of renetration of cr.e clemont will

be ereater than th'at of Ki other In oth, of the above cases.



r

71C.3. (1o legend)

(0Q ord4nates Gas)

The third case is the absence of solubility of X1' and IN in

the bir.ary compounds of the pseu~dobirary system im - MepX"q.

In this 3aee,41verg#ence I:n the chemlc4 relationship of olem

*at& 1:' Wn X" to the metal (e.g., the chemical relationshio of alese

ant X1 it larger to the metal) will play the main role in the for-

mattio of the struoture of diffusion layer. Bore, It is supposed that

und.#r the oonsidered conditions-(at dCefinite terperatures and p•res-

sure of the gas) both acoporents MnX'm and He PXVq are thermodyna.

micauly stablo.

On the surface of metal,& WAer starts to fort, which consists

of pni&ses existing in the He - V birnarr system. Note : If other

oompounds are present in this oyetom booete MeMXInthen each of then

L forms to Independent layer; the layere are ar'u•ned one after another J
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rin thp order of the incy-oaes in m eoal oonton Duoe to the absence

of sol-ability of element X" in it, this layer does not permit X" to

penetrate into te meatl,and to form a oompound in the Me - XV bi-

nr.- system. Thuein this case there will be no Interaction of the

two gaesoue components with Puoh other. If they are iteractir•,how-

ever, then the process can become cooplicated,eince the iaetal to in

an ataosphere composel from the compourd XIaX4b(which is possible,

viti. free excess of one of these elements). The process will limit

and reg,.lat• the interaetion of thp metal with the eurplus element

&ne. with the phase newly formed from the gaeeeus components.

Reaction diffusion mecharnsm In the As - (X'+ XZN) system

The ilffusion mechanism in the Me - X' and Pe -X" binary ey.v-

tens sho.os influence upon the diffueson iaeahbnism in the Me -(X'4V)

system. We adzit that in the ite-X' 'inary system the metal prefersab

ly oiffusee outwardly through the reoction .ayer, butcontr.arywise,

in the Me-X" binary syatez,,element X" plays the avn.rat•e'ýs role

in the diffusion. it penetrutop into the deith of the metal on whose

surface a reaction layer haoene ti "*e formed. In t.o triple eyetem

V# - (XI t X") the aKpr #"rranemc.iot, are fomed one after another.

correepondingly composee from phsees u: the MeoX one, the me PXq

pharaet( icnratelv speakin, MUXIm V' &-A He Xtq The

charsatpr of dlffr.,.on it here Quulitatively the sane in each layer

as also in the corremponAlng binAry system.

L .



r The kinetics of such proceAses are determined on the basis of *

diffusion velocity in that of the layers of Ken(IXn..- I ) typo

where the diffusion is the most hampered. Moreover, kinetics depends

upon the possibility of the formation of solid phaoes between the gee-

*oue o~npeaents on the metal surface. This ca- delay the apeed of the

penetration of diffuein4 a&tom into the aetal, or the metal on the

surface preparee a scale .- a aseeous sedium. This factor can also a.f.

feet the structural formationsince the low-, Sly diffusion layers

will be now under other thermodynamic conditions than without this lay-

er (different partial pressure of the gaseeus components above the

phase of the type Menx'I and MpXeq).

The kinetics of the processes also depend upon the phase el-

meats (or upon one of them) whic• are able to accelerate or slow

down the diffusion process.

The data published on the discussed problem are very fewand

for the present all mentioned feose cannot be dirdotly confirmed by

experimente.

The second of the considered cases Is confirmed by inveltiga.

tion o~nduated on oo-diffusion of cnrbon and na.trogen in chromium

AT. This system is practically very Interesting. It is found that

I and 0 participate simultaneously In the process of diffus•on Into

Or. On the surface of Or,phsees of the chromium carbide tyns(Or3 C2 ,

Or?,%) are formed with changed parameters, which Indicates the solu-.

I., tion of V In theose phases. nder the carbide layers, the roentgen- J
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cgrA;whic and s stllograohin ex&minations found the Or.,; phase. Conse-

quently,the fwront of N diffusion Is r.ore quickly changing plance than

the carton front, by penetrating deep into the metal and formi'i, a

n~tricde ?ase. In pub.lication 4 7,it was shown that the overdelght

)f trimpl•s at the oodiffusion of C and N into Cr is greator than at

the saturation with Co alone. This is explained in the followi.- aa

nor. At the intrusion ol 1; into Cr, the vol'jme-centered Cr lattice

is transformed Into the hex&Conal lattice of 0r 2 V which In Ito turn,

at ditffvion of naebon, is transformed into the hexaonal lattice of

C.Tj0. To twransformation of the hexannal lattice of Oro into the

hemagonal lattioe of Cr7 Cu Is easier than the transform'Atlin of the

volume..cntered chromium lattice into the lattice of Cr C 6 at the

iutrustun of the carbo, alone into chromium.

In oase of c-hroium oxldp in the air, U will also partlclifat-

In the process of the reaction oiffusion of 0 into Cr Or. c e the

surface of Cr, chromium oxide Cr-OL is for'-d. Undrer this layer, the

iay-r of the hexagonal chrcuium nitride Cr.,N is fo-and. Here also,

the front of N diffusuion is transfered into the aepth oulcker tVan

that of the oxygen. The lattice narameters of chromium oxiee,which

ti form.d at the o.xdation of Or in the air, differ from the para-

meters of pure Cr.O. 'This differ.r:e indicates t.at X dtffasl:-a

takes pleace through the oxiee layer into the me tal,forming a nitr-

idn laver between the oxi.re lwer tnn the mntal.
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In both eawzinpd ca*ee., qualitative picture can be Imagined

for the distribution of the diffuding elements In the diffusion sone.

The ahange in the parameter of the pyaes.. which forrs the external

layer- is insignificant. The content of the third element,eslved in

this phaseels very email. But under the exterr.&l layer,a ultride ley-

er i eiptua"ýd in both cases. In this layer nore nttrozoen to contain-

ed than in the top layer. At a result,the content of the tuArd elem..

eOt ( in our two examples -- the rkitrogen) at a certain depth of the

diffusion zone is Oreate" than ite nontent in t he direct neighbor-

hood to the surface(Se diagrun in Fig.Za).

Prom the publisherd e.orimuental data on the research of ccdif-

fusion of N and C into iron, It can be concluded that nitroger, accel-

erates the saturation of iron with Vmnd dimirluhes the temipeature

at the beginntng of the interaction of 0 with iron 61. It Was aldn

establiehed that at aod1ff'.esicon of 1 aMn" N into iron,the diffasion

front of N is transferred into the depth quicker thae, the diffailion

front of C. At simultarnrnus saturation of Iron with C and N,tie sur-

face layer Is depleted fr. nttrog.,en ie, I.e.,the IT conrentratio-a

Is the grea-est at some depth of the Ciffueirn zone.

In our opinion,the here introduced extericental data dirently

confirm the second case,considered lux onr repzort at the classiftica-

tion of tho difusloi phenomenon ir. trl-;Ie Systers of the e

type.As to the first and the third z&eeunfortunatk*1y,*the: were nntt

L sp-~l~y i
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i.VNKonev. Pisilca metallov i metallovedenie,(Physics of metals

and metallurgy) vol.6,l958,p.942.

2. V.I.ArkharovV.?i.Konev,.,Sh.r•achtenberg,& S.B.ShukIlina.

1b~id. ,vol. V, No. 1,"921 ,p. j92*

3. V.I.Proxvirin..ltaUurg(Fowndryman) .vol.8.1937.p.26.

4. A.N.inkevioh. i•hiako-teruioheokMys obrabot-ka Itia (Chemic-

a& heat procesuing of stel).Jauhgiz,1950.p.24-6-247.

5. Yu.N.Oriboyedov,& V.I.Prosvirin.Ter•ichekas a obrabotka i

prevrashcheniya v.stali(Hoat poocessing and transformation in steel)

IMashgis,Bl 64',1954,,p. 4 1.

Questions and answers

a. s Has there been any kind of quantitative computation for

the case of diffusion of two elemente?

V.N.Konev: I have already said that the first stage of the stu-

dy of diffusion in triple System$ was the Classifica•ion of the pheno-

Rome. Quantitative computations will be the next step.

2.q: How will the codiffusion of nitrogen and carbon monoxide

run in silioon at high toeperatures?

V.*.Konevt It is difficult to answer this question.beoaause ve

did not lsmrn the nature of behavior of silicon in relation to gases,

especially in relatior to 00. It Is not known what kind of medium CO

Is for silicon at high to.iperaturts -- carburising? or oxidizing? if it

Lijs both oarburizing and ox...dizingothen a triple system is created. J
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The diagram of the stats and the relation of each element or

compound in the silicon should be known.Then,this question can be an-

swered.

Discussion on tno report of l.N.Frantsevich,A.N.PIlkevch,

and of V.I.Arkharov and B.F.Yonev

V.S.Neshpor (Inst.of Metal Ceramics and Special Alloys,A! USSR):

It seems to me that attention should be paid to the nature of

the fcrming phase. The point is that in the metal-metalloid systems

a few phases are formed with alfferent contents of mtetalloid atoms.

Ati.ention shokld be also paid to what kind of phase, upperlower or

in-betweenis formed at the diffusion of this or that metalloid in-

to the metal,and how the second component affects the formation of

this phase.

In the works of O.V.Samsonov,it was shown that at the diffu-

nion of sillcon,as a rule.ar, upper phasee disiliconai.e.,'eai. is
AL

formed.
This is so explained that the difference bet'eern the configu-

ration of silicon bonds is the smallest in the elementary state,and

in tVir rhase.It is truewe should say, that the discussed researches

were made only with a siagle metalloid,and there was no second met-

allold.
This question should be studied in a further later work.

I have a number of remarks on the report of I.B.Frantsevich

and A.P.Pilyankevich about microbrittlenesa. Their data basirally co-

LJncidewith this difference that according to we data of I.N.Fran- 4
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tsevich am, A.P.ftlyankevioh the nitrides are loes brittle than the

carbide*,

Mn my opinionin general the evaluation of brittleness only by

the tempo of the increase of destruction with the increase of load is

not sufficiently accurate. The point is that the character of the ap-

pearing a-aoks itself depends upon the brittleness of the substance

which is being examined.

In realityif there is any kind of impression,then at exceed-

ing the liLmit of strength when the material does not have sufficient

ability to disperse the elastic stresses,concentratior; of stress win

occur at the boundaries of the impression,and as a result there is

destruction of the materials. Moreover,one,two or more cracks can be

formed. Obviouslythe character of destruction reflects the grade of

brittleness of the substance. If we say that there are two substances

from which one has greater capacity of dispersing the elastic ten-

sions.axyl the other has leos,then the probability of crack appearance

wil be less in the first case.

In our works on microbrittleness,we need some other factor of

brittleness which it should take in account in detail, i.e.,the de-

grees of 'orittleness were evaluated not only in relation to the num-

her of ý.mprtsions,but also to their character.

We. have selected the five-degree system for the evaluation of

brittleness.The average degree of destruction ist

L Zw0no+I n + 2n 2 +... -J
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where ni .. ie the number of impressionsl the subscripts Indicate the

character of impressions (1...one crack on the impression; 2...two

cracks,and so on). We took degree 0 for absence of cracksl degree 1...

for one or two cracks; degree 2...for 2-3 cracks; degree 4s..for more

than three cracks, and finally degree ..*.for complete destruction of

the Impression.

Such a graduation of brittleness obviously characterizes the

behavior of the sample In case of brittle loading. Of course,to twount

only the magnitude of this degree is not ernough. One has also to

count the tempo of its growth with the load. It is probable that the

material will be more brittle the larger is the degree of destruc -

tion,it.e.,the more cracks are on the impression,and the quicker this

sign increases with the load. We accepted this final factor of brit-

tleness:
ds

dp

where Z&..is the degree of brittlene.s; dL/dp...is the tempo of in-

crease in the degree of brittleness by the load.

In our experiments,tzioe following order of brittleness was ob-

tained: -- silicioae, boride, nitride, carbide. Moeresby comparison with

the data of I.J.Frantsevich and A.J.Pilyankevichcsarbie and nitride

change place.

These data fully coincide with the data on brittleness which

we obtained by way of sestirtirg the packing speed of the powders of
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eompounds at compressiono

The coincidence of the brittleness faotordetermin•ed by two com-

pletely different methodologygives basis for the as!nption that these

data are the most corr•ect. .oreover,in the carbides the directed bonds

are more marled,and the rigidity of bonding is greaterthe asymmetry of

vibrations smaller; thereforethey should be still mre brittle than the

nitrides. The dispersion of stresses in the carbides is connected with

greater difficulties. This corresponds to the knowledge on the bond

forces and lattice rigidity.

One should agree with the remark of A.N.Pilyankevich that not

only the bonding forces ipfluence brittleness. In the dispersion of

elastic and thermal stressesgln addition to the interatomic bond,the

mass of atomic complex also plays a role which also determines the vt-

brational mobility. Both these factors are reflected in the magnitudes

of the amplitudes of atomic vibrationscomputed by the Debye-Valler

formula.With this magnitude,namely.we also compared the brittleness

Indices(See V.S.Neshpor,& O.V.Samsonov.Fitika mstallov i metallo-

vedenie(thysics of metals and metailurgy),vol.4,1957,p.181; O.V.

SamsonovV.S.NeshporL.Khrenova. Ibid.. vc2.$,1959,p.623).

The mentioned vibration considers both the bonding forces and

the mass of the complexsince the frequency of vibrations and the at-

om mass enter into the formula.

Finally, this question is still not completely clarified,since

rel.able estimates of the degree of brittleness are still unava•lable. j
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V.JN.Konev(closlng remarks)i A remark was made here that at-

tention should be paid to the nature of the phases which are formed at

reaction diffusion in the triple systems. We are in agreement with this.

The point is thatpin compounds of a binary 3ystem of a metal with one

element,j one type of bond can predominate,and in compounds of a bina-

ry system of the same metal with another element another type of bond

can predominate. At codiffusion of these elements Into the metalthe in-

dicatted reason can play a substantial role both in phase formation and

in the kinetics of the process of diffusion laer formation. How thia

is then reflectine upor. he structural formation and kinetics,it is

difficult to say now. We need experimental data on the study of reac-

tion diffusion in systems of the type oA~tetal-Chemically active gas*4

For instarce,it was pointed out here that at the diffusion in the

Me-Si system G.V.Samsonov observed tne formation of only a single

phase of higher molybdaenum silicideMo$12 . It should be remarked

that there are also other data (Kiffer,Nachtigaln Fitsrr) on the

phases formed at the reaction diffusion in this binary system. The

mentioned authors also observed the formation of a second molybaen-

un silicideMo3Si 2 ,arranged between the disil4cide and the metal in

form of a very tln layer* It seems to us that the phase detected in

the diffusion zone depends upon which stage of proces-:s the formed pha-

ses are in (has the diffuiaon process stabilized? or are there still

initial phases of formationt),and upon the methods wUch we use for

Lthe detection of the forwed pbases( an intermediate layer can form J
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between the two others in the snap. of a very thin film).

In o short communication,all factors cannot be elucidated which

could have an influence upon the process of reaction diffusion(in com-

plex systems).

The remark of V.S.Neshpor is correct as to tho kind of phases

that can be formed at diffusion: - loweror upper in reference to the

metalloid.

The point is that we have to consider here the totality of fac-

tors which ifluenrce the process of phase formation. For the establish-

mert of the gernral law of rt-action diffusion in triple systems of the

type cftHard metal -- Two eh-%mlca3ly active gases) we hWve to have a

sufficiei•t. number of expertimental data on thM study cf diffution in

ccncrcie systems of the indicated type.

S~j
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STRUJCT AM OPOMES OF RAft-Z&M MWAL DORM=3

G.V.Samsonov &
N.N, Zhuravlev

(Institute of Metal Csre.-
ics and Special Alloys,
AN U39R &
Moscow State University

fKote: The following persons participated in this works B.N.
Tsarev,4o scow Engineering Physical Institutes O.A. Kudintseva.
V.S.Neshpor, and Tu.B.PadernoInstitute of Metal Ceramics and
Special AlloysAN USSR M.a.Unszly ,AoA.Stepanova, Moscow
State Universitx7

Borides of the rare earth metals,of ecandiumyttrium.lanthanum,

and of the lanthanidesolately found ap.plication in the electronics

[,i47 where their high thermal emission characteristics are utili-

iaedi -- low work function at thermal emission, stability at low pres-

sures, stability in regard to ionic bombardmentability to work at

high field intensities, Due to the omplete absence of polioning by

the cathodes of borides of rare-earth metals in air, they can be used

in sectional systems of electronic dvicoes,

The use of cathodes from lanthanum boride In the synehrophaso-

tror, with high field inteneities (up to i05 V/ca) and with a working

Ltemperature of 16300 perwits the tapping of ourront densities up to -1
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70 A/coi2 . With the soelction of a current of 40 ',/cm2.tho service life'

of such a cathode consists of about 250 hours,but with the making of

a few special technical measures,this life can be increased even to 700-

750 hours.

The boride cathodes work well as 15agnetron typA a-plifiers with a

current density of 5 A/cm2 at a field voltage of 2000 V/ca and with a

working tenpersture of 13000 5).

The lanthanum boride cathode at the cyclotron of the Institute

of Physics of the AN USSR has been working for many dozen• Df hours.

The tantalm cathode at the same cyclotron worked t2 hours.

The auto-electronic emission of the rare-earth metal botides,

and .Articularly of lanthanumr hexaborltie (4,with a cold point,under

the effect of external electric field,permits the obtaining of a cur-

rent of about I A,which at an about 5-6-Licron diameter,corresponds to

P currert density of emission exceeding 106 A/cm3. f,}

In connection with these aavantageous ai•c specific properties

of boride cathodes,the Institute of Metallo -Ceramiics and Special Al-

loys of the AN UKSR, the Chair of Physict of Solids at the hoscow

State University, and the Scientifit c Research Iun.Late of Radio ;-

glneering and Electronics started a wide research on the conditions of

obtaining the prcýerties and the structure of rare-earth metal borides.

For the preparation of rare-earth metA! boriaes the Interaction

reactions of metal oxides with boron carbidesor with boron in vacu-

,,m were used:



. 2o3, + M.% + 0o

A number of new phases were dtected here.among them the dibor.

ide of soandium f61,yttriuft r6.,lanthmnm' and ceriva A816 praseodymium,

neodymiuosamriu fl~ uropium C6O).Sadoliraim t67 .terblium "n dys-

*prosium bi~4 olmium (11.127.srbium r12jyttsrbium and' lutetium

11.12). Moreover.a number of new phaes were detectedaxonr them

the diboride of scand ius $,31. the tetraborides of gadolinum, dys-

pr'osium holmiunerbium and lutetlua C6.11.12,119.

Structures and Crystallo-Chemical Poeuliarities of

Rare-Earth Metal Borldoe

Presently,the rare-earth metal borldom of compositions it B2s

NeB4 and 9*96 are knovn.Aaonf them the best kmomn are the structure

and properties of the 1466 hexabonides. The first hexaborides were

described by Staokelberg and Neumann In 1932 Ci tfbr lanthanum, oe-

rium, praosodymium, neodymiumsnd erbium.

The borid*s of composition MeoB have' cubic lattice of the

type of cassium. ohloride,with a centered octahedron from six boron

atons (FglJ). It is crystallo-chemioally correct when we Interpret

their structure in the shape of an octahedron frame formed by B at.

ams In whose hollows the metal atoms are placed (ig.2). The common

shape of the structuwe of the compownds and to first approximation

L.the size of the cell are basically determined by the frame of the B J
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Fie.I, Structure of hexaborid.; 9 ... motal; oeseborone
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FIC92.Projeotlion of the structure of M98 upon the
001 plane; o...'.etalinf**.boron; NUboron.
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atoms. Thr- metal shows a comcparatively lesser effect although the pec-

uliarities of the cell dimension.and froquently also the properties are

related to the metal atoms. This is explained so that the hollows be-

tween the B ootahedrons are rather large so that the .metal atoms could

be distributed in them without strong deformation,and in some cases ev-

en with supply of free distance.

The rare-earth metal hexaborides can be divided into two sub -

groups 6)6 the 1-ertinence to which is determineQ by the valency of

the metal atom. An analogous thought is announced in work C77 where

curves of effective atomic radii of rare-earth metals were compared

after kleam and 3ommer (IV with the lattice periods of the hexabor -

ides of these metals,and correspondence was found between the course

of the curves. While for the majority of rare-earth metals the course

of curves is characterized by a drop as tne order number of metal is

growing,for europium and ytterbium an anomalous course is present,i.e.,

a sharp rise in both curves. For atomic radlA this is related to a

double-plus effective valency of europium and ytterbium from whose

external shell the exit of a single electron for replenishing the def-

ect in the internal shell causes an enlargement in the sire of there

ato•s.

The close run of the mentioned curves indicates thal. the effec-

tive valency of metals in the hexaborides is near the valency in the

strictly metal crystals and.moreover,it eanphasizes the metallic char-

Oacter of bondine in the hexaborides. On Fig.3,both curves are illus- J
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f•.3.e. Rolation of atomic radii of rare-earth mietals /g/ and
lattice periods of their hexaborides to the order numbers
e...ouir data; x...data of other authors.*

(On ordinates a...rudlua of metal atoa,A; b... lattice
period of hexaboride,A ).

trated vith compixtation of the data obtained by us for lsttice periods

of the hexaborides of Oeropiwa, holmium, dysprosi•u and lutetium.

In its turnpith consideration of its above Indicated interpre-

tation, the character of the course of lattice period ctirves permits

to chose the latter values from the existing values of lattice peri.

ods 0dB6 a-n4.112 -4.110 1 4tL.,19) and a"4.13 - 4.14. 2 C6,2.0, as
well an to intorpolat* the appro.imate values of Lattice periods of

the still unknown hexaborides of Promethium (a C 4.128 2), terbium

-. 4
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(a .^ 4.12 X) and thullium (a d 4. 11 )

"We tried to establish the criteria of metal hexaborides forma-

tion as follows [1i. In the 4.86 borides the greatest number of mutu-

al bondings is formed between the B atomm(five),directed by the vertex

of the octahedron. The construction of these bondings cannot be real -

ised only by single electrons of the B which has the maximum valency.

equal to three. Additionallythe attraction of about two electrons

from the metal atoms is also required,which is confirmed by quantum

mechanical computations (22.23). Due to this, the possibility of hexa-

borides formation should be related to definite magnitudes of the first

and second potentials of metal ionization characterizing the degree of

linkage of two outer electrons. By comparing the factual material on the

presence of hexaborides in retals with the ionization potentials of the

latter owe conclude that the metals can form hexaborides in the case if

the magnitude of their first ionization potential does not exceed 6.6-

-6.* eV,and that of the second --- 11.5 to 12 eV. All rare-earth met-

al&s satisfy this condition, also such bivalent metals as Ca,Sr,and Ba

whichas vell knomn, also for•i metalloid hexaborides.

On the basis of the data knoi#a from the literature and obtained

by us on the values of lattice periods of hexaboridesthe lengths of

the le-Me,Me-B and B-B bonds were computed. The value of the parameter

of the B atom was accepted equal to 0207,in analogy to the structure

of CaB6 . The obtained lengths of bonds are given in Table I. The ra-

Ltio of the bond length to the sun of atomic radii (W) can serve as j
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Fig.,.Ralationship of values of the lines of bond lengths in
hexaborides to the order of number of lanthanidee. (On

absoiseat Atomio number of metal)

relative characteristic of the bond's strength.

From the examination of the relationship of these ratios for

LJ.e-Me,Ne-B,and B-B bonds to the atomic number of the metallic compo- J
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rents of the compounds.it follows that in each period the Me-Me and

Me-B linkages are diminished at the transition from bivalent into tri-

valent metals (Fig.4). In the lanthanides group,this ratio for the

Mea-e linkages gradually decreases with the increase of the aetal's

atomic number. However, two sharp peaks are for the hexaborldes of eu-

ropium and ytterbium in which metal ions epparently are p.resent in

the bivalent state,siuilarly to the ions of Ca,5r and Ba.

The ratio 2 rb / (B-B) will change rel-tively little with the

change of the atomic number of the metallic compornents in hexaborldes,

but in hexaborides of the lanthanides group it alnost remains cons-

tant,somewhat decreasing in hexaborides of europium and ytterbium,which

is related to the comparatively large atomic radii of the latter,

This shows the great rigidity of the linkages of B atoms with

each other,and it explains the stability of the M@B6 lattice.

Borides of MeD2 composition, found for scandium and yttrium

46,13.24)7 typical for the transition metals with closed d-electron

statehave a structure represented by successive alternation of hexa-

gonal layers of metal atoms, arranged in the nodes(points) of the close-

ly packed hexagonal lattice with a small ratio of c/a, and layers of B

atoms forming nexagonal two-dimensional cells (F1g.,).The spatial

structure of the MeD2 type can be represented as if built from trihed-

ral prisms. The B atom is surrounded by three B atoms, and six met-

al atoms. The B atoms are in the centers of the priuas,the metal atoms

Lsý. the vertices, The metal atom is in the center of hexahedral prisms .J
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Fig.5. Structure of diboride (Mel 2).
(On figure, x...ueta2. atom;

and is surroonded by' 12 B atoms. The lattice peri.od of ciboridces is

gi.ven in Table 2.

borides of the K..B•. com,,ositi•on .-- Acco-di.ng t.o the data in the

literaturethe tetraboriAdes of uranium, thorium, oerium (17)and yttr±-

uam (24 are crystal2±ued in the •e structural type. The same srt

tural type was found by' us for the tetraboride of g~adoliniun, bolmi-

um~dysprosium, and luotetim j1.12.i9.

In Table 2,tbe values of the £ and j periAods(oonstante) of teo-
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TABLE * I.Lngthe of bonds in hexaboride lattices

me-me, 2• .M MeiB +,,i~ I .-_____

* AMe- AeB B-B,~

CaB, 4.15 0.952 3,06 0,925 1.72 1,01
SrBg 4,20 1020 3,09 0,970 1.74 1.00
Be 4,29 1:030 3,16 0,980 1,78 0,98
Sea: 4,35 0,746 3.20 0,77t 1.80 0,97
YB 4.08 0,877 3,01 0,861 1,0 1,03

L,15 0,900 3,06 0,8&3 1,72 1,0
CeoB 4,14 0,877 3,05 0,886 1.71 1.02
PrB* 4,13 0,888 3,04 0,8M 1,71 1,02
NdE 4,13 0.877 3,04 0,866 1,71 1,02
SmB, 4,13 0,896 3,04 08 1,71 102
FdBO 4.16 10000 3.07 0,671 1,72 3,01

Ba 4.14 0,870 3,04 0,877 1,71 0,02
DyBG 4,13 0,855 3,04 0,870 1,71 1,02
Hoae 4.12 0,870 3.04 100,870 1,7 .02
ErB 4,10 0,865 3,03 0,870 1,70 1,02

t 4,14 0.934 3.05 0,916 M,72 1,01
LuBll 4,11 0,846 3,03 0,861 1,70 1,02

(Note: 1..oPhase)

traborides are quoted according to the different cuta.

The structure of tetraborides can be represented as a combina-

tion of structure M.!D and MOND where MeB4 forariuln iteelf is obtained

as an arithmetic average 1eSO 4 ½ (Me8 2 + •.09 In the M*eB 4 structure

L.there are both trihedral prisms of the MeS 2 type and tetrahedral ones j
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TBL2, 1atticej Porjds ot~ft Q. Ar~dtetr&-boridem of
lanthanldes.

FjqAHA O.s cla ! ICT04NN N

ScRt ..... 3,140 3,510 Ill$ 14

YB2 .. , 3.78 4.40 1.163 241
VR *..j 7,01 40 057'7
CA:, . 7,205 4,090 0.568 251
PrB . . 7,200 4.11 0,570 [17
Sm .. 7,12  4,07 0 72  17
GdB . . . . . . ..  7 , 13  3 .86 0 ,54 1  16)
GdB, 7,07 4.030 0,866 f141
DYB 4 . . . . . . ..  . ..  7.23 4,09 o0,564 1[ .2
oB. ......... . 7.15 4,09 0,572 1, 121

HB7,080 3¶.9M 0,8 [141LuB, 7,18 4,04 0,5 w2 12I
LL; .... ... 6.963 3,930 0, [o141

(Notet , ... boride phase; 2...source In literature).

seiolm r somewhat to distorted Me36 cubes ( Fi,.6). In the centers of

the zrihedral prisms the irdividial B atoms ure diset-ibuted, but in

the channele leading through the tetrahedral prisms there are octahed-

rons of 8 atoms. The octaht!drors do no- have omamoi verticese. The B

atoms from, the square cross sections of the octahe•d;.s ard the B at-

oms i:n the trlhedrý,l privm.t form flst ce*1l of 4-member .Ld 7-member

rings. Thus, the structural ground of MB 4 appears ' be a combination

of .1102 and MeB6.

SJ
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* -4M; 0-41; A-0B11; MShnu.

FU#.6. Structure of tetraborldes,

Physical properties of rare-earth metal borides

Th•..Lm•Olc Omission.- The parameters of thermionic einsms.on of almost

all r.kro-.arth metal hexaborides have bten now investigated. On Fig*7,

the r•liation of work function of rare-earth metal hexaborldes is shown

to th.9 order number of the metallic components according to the data

of 62,Y and supplementary data acquired by us.together with BTsarev

avid G.A.K4uditsova.

For the explanation of this relationshipthe work C271 made use

of the theory of atomic structure of rare-earth elements elaborated by

M.A.A.•'Ashevioh C8 and of the representation of the electronic
L J
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structure of nhxaborid~sr 12,22,2,:,29 - 3 •

The essential content of this explanation is the fo.lowing.

!,

Aw TI

P4

a-C w MwA

Fig.7.Telation of worý function of rare-earlh meta2 hexabor.'-dos
and of tne ,unumer of po.AIble states to the order number of
the met r,.Llic comonents.

(a...number of X ie stutes, h...work fwuctlon,
(ff3b| o...order nwunber of metal).

L
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The bonding between the metal and boron atoms In the hexaborideos

is realized by electron cooperatives formed by electrons of the norml

or excited d-shell and partly of electrons pertaining to the e-shells

of the metal, and not used in the linkage with boron. In the hexaborides

two syOtema of ener bands have to be considered -. a narrowweakly ex-

otted 4f-band, and a comparatively wide hybrid 5-6 band.

It is known that at the normal state the mjority of the atons

in rare-earth elements do not have 5d-electrons,but on account of the

YLcinity of energies of the Lif and 5d states,the latter ones apparent-

ly penetrate into the hexaboride crystals,duoe to f-d transitions. In

ptrticular,for the doubly ionised atoms of rare-earth elements, 4•t 4

40n-10d transitions take place (28].

The probability of f-d transitions and consequently also the

degree of free conductivity electrons in the hybrid ed-band are deter-

mlned by the degree of filling of the 4f.band and by the number of poe.

e*blo states of the f-electrons in these bands. -

Since the 4-f-shell of rare-earth eleaents is comparatively

weakly excited at the formation of ohemial bond (32).the maximum mul-

tiplicity of Khund(?) (33] can be applied to Itlacoording to which

the larger is the stability of the shell and the degree of linkage of

its filling electrons, the higher Is the number of the possible term.

On Fig*7,the number of the possible terms is given for the it-elec-

trone in relation to the atomic number of the metals.

The maximam mrltiplicity and. consequentlythe greatest degree J
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of el('ctron linkage and the s;mallest possibility of f-d transitions

fits europium and gadolinium according to these data; each of then has

seven electrons in the 4f-shell in the normal state.

Obviouslywith the increase of linkage degree of the f-eleotrons

and with the difficulty of the f-d transitions, the work funotion of

the electrons ought to grow,,Uhich is qualitatively also shown by the

comparison of the relation of work function and the number of possible

terms To the atomic number. A sharp drop appears for gadolinium which

has one 5d-electron that seems to be essentiall, free, similarly to the

unique electron of alxaline metals. In the last rare-earth element, the

lutetium,the aPpearanece of one 5d-electron outside the closed 14-elee-

tron 4f-chell does not provoke a sharp drop In the work function at the

transition from ytterbium hexaboride to lutetium hexaboride. This is

due to the powerful shieldirg of the sd-orbits of the 4f-chell which is

very much saturated with electrons in the dysprosium-lutetium series.

E'qsentially, after ite atomic strueture, lutetium should be considered

not a rare-earth metal but a d-transition metal, the first in the or-

der of lutetium - platinum.

The values of work funcrion of scandium and yttrium (correspon-

dingly 2.96 and 2.22 eV) are subject to the laws established in work

C 34J for the borides of transitLon metals.

Thus,the hexaborides of yttrium,lanthanum,gadolirnium,and lute-

tium which have the smallest work function have the best prospect

&for application in electronics. *

- 11
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ab* s8Atoi 4~mer
44

Fig.8. Henoer -tic momentumos of the lanthanoids of their

hexaborides*(On ordinate: Magnetic rao entum,i, 3 on~

abmcissas Atomic zrumber)

MaCnetic properties.- On Fig.8,according to the data of the works

r32,36,37) we gave the relations of the magnetic momentums of lantha-

noids and of their hexaborides To the atomic number. Both curves

practically coincide *This fact points to a very weak participation

of the deeply situated,strcngly shielded 4f-states in the organiza-

tion of bondings botween the metal atoms and the complex atoms of B6

:Ln the hexaborides.

L 4
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FElectrie and thermo~ectric propertits.- Information on the electric

resistance of borides of lantrianides is very little at present, At room

temperatures the specific resistance is 17 microha m for WaB 6 s 60.6

aicroh cam for CoB6 &IJ. and 260 icrOmI or. for sm6 697.

Thus,the resistance of hexaborides increases vl~h tho growth of

the filling of the Af-state,i.e. ,wth the growth of their stability,

according to the rule of Khund(?).

In connction with this,it can be expected that the resistance

of europium hexaboride will be the greatest and that of the hexabor-

ides of gadoliniumytterbi•u and lutetium the smallest. The character

of the resistance umaemTremnt with the temperature for the hexaborides,

as It was snown on the example of lanthanum hexaboride C(,0 is typical

for the metals.

The investigation of the theraoelectrIc properties of hexabor-

ides &) indicates that the practical absence of vacancy states In

the hexaborides causes a low value of thermoeleotromotive force in met-

al vapors.

Other phyical properties.- As for the borides of the transition met-

als, t;is anthanide hexaborides are distinguished by melting at high

temperatures# haronessmoderate thermal expansion coefficient#and high

thera•oynasrio strength.

The aoet fOlly investigated are the thermal expansion coeffl-

;i ,f Those he•oaborides which with a sufficiently good expression

reveal a bond with the atomic radii of the metallic componente.,by

beix% inzre-id,. with tht decrease of the latter.Lg.
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Questions and answers

a. zIn which form are the hexaborides used -- in the form of

tapes, wires, or round pellets?

oV.oSamsonov: Hexabori.des for cathodos are used in the shape

either of powder which,with the aid of a nitrobinder~is smeared upon

the tantalum cathode, and then the cathoeq is processed by suitable

manner, or in the shape of hot-pressed specimens. At hot-pressingcyl-

inders are made, then these small cylinders are processed into form

reci•ired for the cathode. This processing Is done by electric erosion

or plate-mechanical method as well as by ultrasound.

Can wires,pellets and tapes be made from hexaborides?-- this

is difficult to answer at present,but the preparation of such sec -

tions would be extremely useful and necessary. The tapes or wires of

hezabortoe could play an i.Vortant role in electronic devices. ;'uch
t.1

a question, theref ore, -i Od le s be ont to the rf-:earcers of ooowder

rolling. - 115 -



PRECISION; DZTERMINATION OF TWE LATTICL PERIODS OF BCRON CARBIDES OF

B2 . 7 5 TO B6 .75 COM{OSITION BY MRANS OF ROLNTG.0%^O?4.JS

OBTAJ•iED WIT6ZN THL RA'iGQI OF LARGE AIGLS OF

3CATT6RING ( g -o 9o0 )

V.I.Kudr7avtsev and O.V,5ofrornov
(All-Unior Scientific Research Insti-
tute of Abrasives and Polishing)

Last par in the All-Union Scientific Research Institute of Ab-

re slves and Polishing much attention was paid to the problem of in -

creasing the accuracy of the roentgen method of research, particularly

at the precision determination of the orystal lattice constan.ts of

dlfferent substanoes.and firstly of the abrasive materlals- the sil-

icon carbide, corunduaboron carbide. As a result of the conducted ex-

perimentsfirst in the national practice of roentgenography,the problem

of fixation of the roentgen reflection maximums in the range of large

scattering angles has been solved in an exceptionall:y simple manner.

At presentin the ordinar, Debye oamera( 4 57.3 mm), roontgenogram can

be obtained with setting the reflection at1 9 88,°e and with the

Sachs camera, at 1 .89.9°.

. -116 -
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Fig.!.Roentoenogrim taker, byLhe large-argles nc.-titod with
a camera having a needlc? collimator.

The Intensity of the roentgen lines in th* range of large scatter-

ing au.gles is rather large,and the shape of line is satisfactory w-ich

alone p ,.rtaLts the neterminktion of the 6 vtle with vo t:, great accurac y

The an.solixte values of the lattice constants a:-e calculated dir-

actl:, b:y the angle G withsut the use of any analyxicaf or g.'LptiCal

method of extrapolation.w~th an occuracy In the order of + O..l perient.

of the measured mag,'itude.
L
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P1,3.2. PRentgenoRram takin by the largo-angles method with a
oasera having a reedle colli-nator.
a... piritealpna-rodiatlor. of cobalt; b...tluorite.21pha-

radiation of nickel: c...tirconium borlde, alpha radiation of
copper; d...tantalum borlde, alpha radiativn of co.-er; e...
ala,-radlation of quarts, alpha radiation of cobalt;f...
vodiw, fl,xoride,alpha radiation of copper.

In our inve'.tgations needle collimators were used for the ca -

mera of the Debv type (Fig.3a) and a flat cassette of new design with

needle collhwtor for the reverse film (Fig.3b).

The preli,•inary roentgen analysis of the technical samples of

boron carbide of unstable oomposition showed that the values of its lat.

tice perl,•d4 are changed from sample to sample. In some cases, on the

roentgenograms obtained by the large-angles method, we observed a j



Fig.3aRontgon Debye camera with needle collimator.

Fig.3b.nat cassotte with noodle collimator for revere.

-h9
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very large shift of the lines.oaching 50 (from 82 to 87*). This shift'

of the U,?.ea also resulted in a longer study of the lattice constants

IL and I of boron carbide* As standardwe used two boruqcarbide samples

of the following chemical cO•los~tiont

for B4 45C: 78.68% g t free 0.75%

for B6 .7 5C, 82.86% wbndi 13*.62% Uood o..( B203

These samples were subjected to multiple roentgen examinations in cop-

per,cobalt, nickel and chromium radiation.

In the flat-cassette camera,the distance bc,;teen sampTle and film

was standardized by silver,photographed In nicke& "rae (hkl - 422)

((0 830431). (Fig.-4). Lattice constant & for silver,according to C

was equal to 4.0n,24 M,.

The photography in the cylindric camera with asywnmetrtc charge

of film made it possible to determine the effective radius of the came-

ra for each roentgenogram -ith great prepAsion.

The obtained roentgenograms were phot,'metex'ed on a recording

AP1.-4 miorophotometer. The microphotograms were measured or, an If.ýA-2

comparutor. The accuracy of -Lhe Debl..e ring camora was t 0.05 mi.

The precIsl-;, determir.ation of the lattice periods of boron carbide

was made bývroentgerograms obtaired in the rarge of large-angle scat-

tering. For instarceaut tn'e photograph of c%'on ¢rbt.de (B4 . 4 5C) in

coyper rays,the reflections on the roentgenograms was fixed at

max 8557',nd In chromium rays at 0max - 40341.
-4



Fig.4.Roentgenogram of silver obtained at reverse
reflection in nickel rays.

The W Indices of the reflection plane have the following values:

344 for copper a(, radiation.
328 for cobalt "
419 for nickel "
226 for chromium " "

At roentgenograms taken in cobalt rays (Fig.5) and ccpper ra•s,the

liexagonal crystal was comt.osed of a syltem of two equaticns of quadrat-

Ic form. The solution of the two-equation s:,stem gave the following J

- 121 -
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Fig* .5.Roentgenogram of boron carbide B&494C and B36, 75C taken
in cobalt rays with awmr.ww.ýtric film
placenert in a cawera hatving needle collimator.

values of magnitude I and I for the exait•ned samples of boron carbide.

a,kX c,k.( c/a

B4.415 C 5.-5897 1.0500 2.156

B6 .7 5 C 5.6300 12.J940 2.166

The shift of lines on the roentgenograms in the range of large-angle

sc.Atteringreaching 50 ,seems to be the result of distortions of the

crystal lattice which arise in the boron carbide as a result of the for-

mation of a hard solid solution of boron of very high concentration.

In Table I we give the values of the lattice periods of boron car-

bide obtained by various authors.

'"e think that our results are very accirate arid reliable since

the valaes of lattice periods were detrmilned by roentgenograms obtained

.122 _
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TA3LJ.: 1, Values of~ ýAttice' corst antt Ajnrd c of boron carbide

J.As~opw as exi c.uix C/d h 0 BMC qe~

A.. 13. 96 r* . .... 5 12,046• 2,151, ;W 37o301 BC u
)KAwHc r. C.. U

Meepec. r. A..
)Kype,.s H. H.,,aaeos• r'. a. I
141.1594r...... 1,5864 12.0955 2,165 603 76W00' Cu

Ky~psues E. H., sn'?%0 CU;os r. B., 1967 r. i5M 120500 16 344 8700' B4,45C C

(Column headings: 1.•.&%athors; 2.j radiatlon. --

Nalmes of author's u.id? I t Allen r37.095.k Zhdmanov,'.s.,Meer-
son V.A.,Zhuravlev ii..., Sainsonoi F.S. L4.1i954; Kudryavtsev
E.I.,iofronov G.V.,1957).

in the large -angle range of scattarIng.

For the stat~ard boron carbiaoi.e. ,the carbide with the small-

est value of J& asd q Corhstants, with the proposed i indices and wave-

length values cf the Ke-radiation of coppercobalt.nickel and chromium

we calculated the possible magnitnes of reflections (Table 2).

The experimentally observed values for boron carbidetaken in

cobalt rays,are also given.
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F T2ADJ3 3. TalU0P'Iof the 6 an~gles

(Column hoadinges e ...WQ of refleotioui plate; 2..,oaputad

lalu*,Z&(1 -radiatinn of oapper; Z.. cwpaad lustle(I -radiallos

of oobaltj 4 ... osperiaestal valii,90('1 radiation of oebalt; .oa.

culateS valu*,X& radiation ± of chom1ia5.)

Imuqmh, Iffsine UWUNs amm"Iui
Kes4aUP u. K.3WWur Kesxw4 ftw~ R%.usaY1eu

Ol90 $1' 110 27513 110 is' 140 441
003 10' of,2 50.5'i 32h ,5 160 31.51

102 *1 43' 1341Me36, 17. W9
110 50 "1' 190 37.3' 18' 31, 24* 076'o

201r54' 220061 2r00 W 478
113 190 34,61 22?521 2'750N 2
022 0V Opw 25' - 300 34,5'
105 we ,5' 24' 3.3't 240,9 31' 56.5'

006 22' 30' 26 23.5' - 34c 405'
204 Soo 065' W6 14' 26 04' 37* 16';
121 50 (' W 34, 29' 24.51 39010
112 211 06,30 .5' 37 '' 40o 44.5'
0on 26' 45' 31' 31' 31' 24' 41: W95'
116 26 0795P 330 11 - 4402*
0il Wr 17.6' 533 23.5' 33; 16' 440 470

w W27, 33*e35 - 458.04.5'
124 IV.6 Was' 34 NW43 * 4&56#

*215 310 010 37r WO, 37* 43' IN. ~36

108 r i .5'W 22 we 763 34.5
207 33* 1,b' w S1 54 3

23360 37,0' 420 33A5' 420 27.5'
132 3518 424 58' 4'5.5'Ol 40.3'

360 67s 440 16' 440101 3 a

7~ 65o 41'
127 425 Of* 42' 24.l

36' .9' 460 42.5' 435
jig 30'3301 4r 45, 470 42' 71 o tti
041 w 400 470 30,3 - 7!. 3&.5'



(Tabile 2, cont.)

"-1 PaqelPcqeeioglloP bsmclpwwewraomeN oMINI Pa'oeeoe
AML aew e, sHaq•N Ifee sHm WI N e, laqlerne,

Ke6 .uxyqewe Kft.u3Jy'eHwe KA,. ieaameem K*4.NayqexNe
MeA, Kodajira KOOajMbT' ipowa

402 400 02' 48"' 20' 72o 5'
135 400 57' 4933.5' 76- 56'
218 410 22' 50 085' 50N 05,6' 79: 15.5'

226 42` 04.5' 510 05,5' 51 01' 64 54'
044 430 12' 520 38,5' 520 32' -
231 440 02' 530 49.5w - I
322 44c 44' 540 491 54" 45'
405 45c' 17.5' 55t 37.5' -20.10 4`50 27P 5ma 50.5p 65,5 47t--

I0,11 46" 00.5 r6 40f-
240 46- 11,5' 575 ,5' -

2447- 32- 58- 56.5' 8570
309 480 15' 1 6W 02' 60003? --
413 48 48' 60* 54' - -

325 490 39' 62' Is',
12,10i 494 48' 62° 30' 622,)' --
00,121 49* 57' 620 44.5' -

138 .0 0',5' #62° 575'-
02.11 500 22,5' 63c 26'

047 50" 56' 64" 22.5' -

229 52" 35' 670 15,5' -- -

501 52' 48' 67* 40'
052 53" 32' 90 02,5'-

11.12 540 20.5' 70 39'-
408 54* 34' 71, 07' 710 0, -
21,11 540 52.5)' 71j0 47'

416 55- 18SS5' 7'20 42.5' --
237 55' 27.5' 730 02,5' 73° 01.5' -

330 560 36' 73 22' 73* 22,5'

504 560 30,5, 750 34' -
421 57? 25,5' 780 07' 78* ()- -

01,13 57* 36,5' 780 40' 780 40' -
333 570 53'5 790 36.5' 790 36' -

242 58 12' 80" 44' 80° 43' -

055 58' 50' 83° 31.5' 830 31' -

31,10 590 00' 84* 30' 84* 36'

328 59@ 18,5' 8$7 00,s ' 87° 03'
424 61" 25' -

151 624 25.5' "-
20131 62" 37.5' - -

512 63 7.5' 1 '
2W5 64* 00' -

04,10 64* I1'
30,12 64 22,5' "
13,11 64 4,5' 54-.

336 665 27' -
507 650 38' .
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fi 1.l Mont~.) e2 PCSO aq~o

AhI apOaqmNs aqSUMMM, W01swaeee Suaqemee
AV.u Ka,'y"e K%-4My"- K,4UvIYuIyJw K, -,Uytlune

weaw deftTe L ma"va zPcm

154 W 575 - --

419 6r 57,15'
12.13 M° 23' -

518 70o 02'

2212 7W195' - - -

060 70* 2.5' -42 --

43.11 71 9' 1-
02.14 71° 1 - I --

700 720 19.6'
00.15 73 07P'

520-238' --_

341 75* 28"-

am.15 ,,3,' : - -2-
432 76- - -

24 19 pln i7 ti..,
32.11 80d 17' l --:"- 8 --21,14 W0" 44.5'
137 82* 06P - ' - I-

620 82o 36P ..
11l.15 84" 38P --- + -

( Th.ob 419 plan* In the 10(,-rsdititon of nickel sitoeea roflo.-

%ion under an anale of z 650871).

1Pros the oglom1ted data of Table I thes praOtiOal conclusions

* are drawn,

L. At the precision determination of the Itnerplanary distean-

oes of the lattice of boron carbide, roentCeaograe muet be used ob-

tained on one of the indicated anode plates. the maximum refleotion

s&Mgoo which can be reached here are the followival

copper anode 3

cobalt anode 338 Woo00l j

- �126 -



ntokel anode 419 85°8'?
chromium anode 228 84*54'

2. ?or the precislor detoruination of the lattice constants

of boron carbide,oop1er and cobalt plates mast be used. By two ob-

tained roentgenograms,& system of two equations of quadratic form of

the hexagonal orystal is oomposed. The solution of this system gives

the vr lue of constants & and a with an accuracy of + 0.001% of the

measured megni t-de.

In some cases, the reflection 055 and 328 in cobalt rays can

be used, The corresponding reflection angles will be 8331 and 87000.

The oalaalated valuer, of reflection angles ý for the normal

boron carbide with the proposed JU indices and para•eters a =

2 5.56967 kX, end a x 12.060 k1 are given in Table 2 (spatial group

D53d - Jr3m, oondtiof of existence of refloctione in the hexagonal

aspect h - k- ! I 3n)

After the extreme values of the lattice periods of boron car-

bides of comoostion 32.750 and B6.760 have been determined, firstly,

with the method of large angleethe precision determination of the

a and j constants of boron carbide can be sode at all intervals of

the compounds from 32.75 to 26.75' Secondly, the limits of the solut-

bility of 3 and 0 in boron carbide can be acourately determined.

Thirdlylit can be tried to give a stractural diagram of the forma-

,tion of a continuous series of boron oarbites of different chemical J

- L 7



F-ouniostions from to 315 0C from the elementary boron carbide

For this we carried out roenr'en analysis of bnron carbide sam-

plea whoss chemical comoosition is presented in Table 3 (see next page).

4 "-064*'. DtC4.-.0- 9• e-I-'47'.5IXC-Ou

?1g,6.ftoengoenoqram of boron carbide of different chemical con-

positiontaken with cylindrical camera f 68.5 smavith needle collims-.j
torin filtered Co ras,with &asymetri.' film charge.

S! 8 -



JAMdition to 14.68... previous pages Last plane of refleotIon

338( "

the preoision determination of the lattice periods of boron

carbide,ae veil as the exaot determination of the limats, of boron and

carbon solubility In boron carbide was made by the largeoangles moth,

SA) . All sam le. were taken tw i es-- in cobalt rays with the use

of reflection from hkl a 328, &M in chromium rays with use of re-

fleation from hkl a 226.

Nor each seaple.the valu~e of a and of the bornn carbide

lattice were determined. The results are entered in Table 3, and the

rostgenogrrae are in 7i1.6. (See preceding page).

the obtained results permit to drsw the follovw.ng oonclusions.

1. In ease of the minimsm values of boron carbide, thoe values

of lattice oorlods • and I are at the rate Of 3••d/%OOnd: Z2.?7 to

4.63, and the mazilmu values at the rate of 3ho5./0 bond 3 4.75 -

- 6.75.

B. The values of periods a and £2 In the 39.750 .-4.630

interval are pr&otLcally constant.

At ( a : 5.8683. 5.5905 kZ•1  a : 0.0032 ,• ; o : 12.0"4

- 12.055 MsZ Ac a 0.011 kZ).

Periods A and j In Interval •4.750 -- 36.750 suffer marked

ohangeee.or inetance (Pig.7)o
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FBLI3.(First half).0haracroteltloe of the 2oroii Oarbide emaplee

B CtoB C

(Nte &...Chmclo"vto%.1.. bn 2..bud'

69.10 27.76 0 0.%

,282.Oo 9.26 0,92 I99,45

7-2.39 Am,1 1.80 172 1,11 0.48 OM0. 986?6
69.I!381#,3S3 2.20 4.1 940
73,72391"4 2310 Z j. -

-10,29 18,97 3.10 5,.4 o

72.3 18.70 2,15 3M3 0.86! 1,22 Ox 8.9
78.06 19.60 0.20 0,16
1,7 1?7.46~ 0.36~ 7.42' - .9,23

A37'7 16.27 1.8~3.6- -9.~.3 1.t ,4 .15 0.21 - 93.25
3.,1 7.12 VI2 2,021-- - - '93,16

77.16 17,49 1 380 - - - 97,23

7 ,0 4 16,52 0-7 0. 7 I 2 3
0.85 96.02

* 77.0,216A3 0,420,5 - - 0,33 I2069
7,3216,2!OS' -j-~ - 90,78

82,0 U362 J0.010t~~

L'30,



rb6blo 3,(5.oond half) 0Chmaa~raiAstlos of boron oarbid'se smpleg

2.75 SAW60 12m07 2.156 armi

3,33 Ow06 12,055 2,167 eroo'

3.67 SAW 1%46 2,156 Cm

3420 - -7NC

4.27 S 2Mg0 12,046 2.156 97%4
0,91 - .I - - $700'

4,4 MelV7 t 12.050 2,156 AM&O0
4654 - - -

4.A &J 12.04 2,156 gr
4.76- W301

5.07 k5 12,148 2%166 Ar
8,13 - - --

5,17 -- 83*!S,

69 6.6.6 12,106 2.166 OV47
6178 6443 12,194 2,186 801491
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oorort anti mrrnn In btrm carbc ,taker, by the l~rp
anglog iuothoe- in col,,alt rak's; fti1iO of reflacstj.,n, k~jl

We have thp vetl.Aes

f 0?; a = F) kj X a a 12.148 kX
fn- E5 . 2S9 z 5. i5AL kx a 12. 166i kX

f )r 'A3f a S. 43 kx c 12. 94 kX

TIt b-- m~~~~rb-da'!em tho -- 7! Cint-arvK3 ay%,ejar

as a -ir~tin~ous spttee nf mmlld Int~rusion srNtie)-is nf ýArujn~ or* B

in~to tne i.ttt1:.e aocirdi.wg ti th* followvin firmulda



Phere 35is% ,.is the elementary baron carbide. th lattice of the -

31803 boron Oarbide to distieguishd• from the latti.e of other oo0.

positions so that all hollovs,..-holes--existiag in It an vaanolee,

i.e.*,not ocoupied by either a 3 or a 0 atom.

According to *laser aM Moskoeits ••.the maximum number of 0

atoastfrooly arrasged in the Vaocaciee of the tioemhedric lattice of

21g03 equals tWe, sad this tien 3203 transits into 310.. According

to Olark and Hoard (6 , two 3 atons ae freely arraaced, and 103

treasits Into 21403.

f•em,boron carbide of the composition 3h,06 (32.40) has a

lattice saturated with 0 atoms to the maxima, ad 31408 (34.670)

is satiurated with 3 atoms to the maximuim, Vls consider these o~aol.-

tions of boron carbide critical.

4. the intrusion of additional 3 atoms into the lattice of the

Cirtical composition 214% may occur only by way_ of their replacing

the oentral 0 atoms in the linear chain 0 * 0 * 0. In case of oom.

plot* replacement, 312,2+ '0 21502 is formed with a linear chain

0 a 2 - 0. la the h403 - 3150 2Interval a aootiluaus series of

solid replaemtent solutions 1o formed.

the lattlee periods of boron carbide are here markedly changed#

-- the larger the boron concentration Is In the eilid solution, the

larger the value of • mad . Is, pad the smaller the angle theta

is (lig.1).
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f In oase of boron Carbide with a solid introuion solution into

the whole interval of 3S.750 a 344630, the ratio of o/a equals 3.186,

and in oaee of boron carbide with solid replacement solution of

S4.63 -6.75, this ratio is Increasedand it is 3.158,

Acoording to Shdazovythuravlev, Mserson, and Smsonov C4).the

formation of a continuous series of solid replacement solutions starts

earlier, i.e.,vith 3e1203, and in case of a full uabstitution ma bor.

on carbide of the sosimtilon 31302 is formed.

Results of the investigations

1. Industrial samples of boron carbide of variable composi-

tion from B2.750 to were investigated woogesno1tphioally,

i.e.,by the large angles method.

2. Precision determinations were conducted of the values of

lattice periods of boron carbideo in the 32.750 -. 36.750 interval.

3. A range of continuous solid intrusion solutions or 3 or 0

was established in 31203 without change in the lattice periods in

the S1205 - 31203 - 31403 intervals(See Pig.?).

4. A range of continuoue series of solid replacement solu-

tions of the central C atoms in the linear chain 0 - 0 - 0 Was eS.

tablished in 31403 boron.

8. It was shown toat in Case of full substitutlonboron Car.

bids of composition 31502 it formed. The value of boron Carbide per-

iods in the 31403 - 31503 interval does not remain oConstant, but it

oepende upon the 3 concentration in the solid solution of boron

- 1314



rcrrbid0.The larcer theo concentration istho larger the parameters -

Sad aro,nea the esmller to the reflection angle Theta.

1. V.I. udWryavtsev.Abrasivy. (Abrasiveo) No,. , STI (
Clentral Bureau of ) ,1957.

2i . o .T.Oront, 1t;7 turs nerrgmicheskaki Yeshgleosv(lruoturo

3. I .r.Aillon.J. &u.Cm. Sos.p .o.14.1.53.

46 ."S.zhd3nOv, G.A.Meyeraori, N.N.buravlev, G.V.S&tO~nOv, 1un
I'is.)khiz. (3.Phys. Chem. ) ,vol. 28,1954,,. 8

5. F.W.Glaser, D.Hoskowits,S. Post.J.#.pl.?ys.,vol..24,.o.6,
1964.

6. O.C(:ark,L.NoardiJ .Amn. (em.S$oc. ,wel.65, 943.

•.;estio' and ansverg

a, Does constant & change in the 31205 - 3140: interval?

V.I.K&dr-avtsevl The inngnitue oa constant & in this Interval

remains wt~hout change.

Q.a What is the diameter of the needlet used in the camera of

needle oo1limator?

V.I.Xudryavtoev. For woric with the Debye oameravwo used a need-

le whose external diamet'r is 2 mms.ad the internal diameter of the

aperture is 0.4 - 0.6 ma. Noodles can be also used with woAler dia-

meter of internal aperturebut in this case the quality of the roent.

genograms de teriorates.

.. : What wars the photoexpowure time?

V.I.Kiaryav@tevs The exposure depends upon man-. fators .... I



Sthe sme miaed .aterialthe wave longth,and so on. 2g . ,for boron a,;

bide photographed In oobalt rays on *Afa" roentgen film,theo ma•xm

exposure was 3 hours. The films were exclusively legible.

1.: Wtat films did you use?

V.I.Iduryavtsevi We started work'ing with Agfa film,but later wo.

changed to the V-8 film type( single-side aero-photo film) which gives

almost no backgroen. It is tme,the exposure time was £ncreaeedbW*,

tW was aoepensated by the clarity of the roentgenograms.

a. & low many samples were examined and their density measured?

V..Zudryavtsevi 2he total number of examined samples reached

S00. The reliability of the results can be guaranteed. the dessity was

determIned by roentgen data from the magnitudes ji and o 1.

The experimental data obtained by useepreseod in the form of

a graph rns " f(3/0) goode possible to precisely determine the

chemical oorpoeitton of boron oarbide.Amd they allowed the follow.

Ing io•olusiones

l. it the ratio Is 3/0(<4.67. then fbýgazCKOeO(oobalt riad.o

tion, hkl a 328);

a. if 3/C >4.61. then " , 870.

boverse conoluslona

1. if Oa .. W *p then 3/0 < 4.87;

3. If ' 1  (e, < then ,/C >4.67.

it Samples of teobatcal boron carbide contain 8i. Is it pos.

*iblo that the lkomsodron vacancies ore filled with 51 atoms?
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" V.I.Xudrysvtsevi In the cshkent cmaleo of boron carbide, as a

rule,the 8i content is always 5 to 7 per cent.

Discursion on the report of V.ZjKudrwvtsev aMd G.V.SofronLv

N.N.Zhufavlev (Moscow State University):

In the reoort of V.I.Xudryavteev and G.V.Sofronov interesting

exoerimental data were obtained by changing the parameters of the el-

ementary cell of the technical samples of boron carbide with change

of the content of C bound in the carbide.

The investiration of B alloys with C was d:nne onmoaratively

early both in our country and beyond *-I borders. in addition to

roentgen examinations, the prc.pertles of boron carbide were also

searched by different methods. The results of the measmareent of the

density of boron carbide *ae les witli different content of bound C.

obtained in the work of 0leiser and oti ers, and our re.alts of den-

sity measurements confirm to some extent the c ,ncluslon drawn in

the eioounded work on the formation of so!id intrusion solution.

According to the deta of Oleizer ane others, the maximum

pyknometric density in tie carbon-rich boron carbide samples reach-

3
ec 2.63 gl/cm • In the carbon-rich saMples examined b? us and by

,.V.Samsonov, the maxi•mu', pyiknoott'ic density was 2.60 t/=3

wheremas the roentgenograohio examifeticn of the sizses of elMen~

tar cells of carbon-rich samples showed the minitm of Its size.

The roentgen densety,calculated from the B1203( a 4 C)

-oomposition is 2.&l.g/cm3 .
1)



r" Ie different experimental ond roentgen densities permit to

state that sulpleoentarY atoms intruded into the lattiees of baron

oarblie of 3120' composition, .e.*, that solid Intrusion solutions

were formed.

It Is Interesting to compare the data of the latter Inveetiga-.

tions with the constitution diagrams suggested In the works of Sanson-

Ov and Meyerson, Saaeonov, 2huravlev, and Amujel' and others.

According to the data of the work of Samaoov and Meyerson,

rhoaboheiral boron carbide Is formed according to the periteotic re-

action (lig.1). Wei is not in agreement with the data of the works

of Wu~ryavtsev and Gleiser and coworkers which point to t.e presence

of a solid solution in a considerable range of conoestratloae.

In the work of 8amsonovoZhuravlev end Auinye1', another pos-

sible variant of diagram was suggested for the oomposition of the

boron-carbon system. In this case, the formation of two boron carbides

of closely similar structures was suggested (work of Zhuraylev, Meyer-

son,thdanov,Saasonov). This supposition is based upon the results of

roeetgenoCraphic ozemination of a series of boron carbide semples,

rapldly cooled from high temperatures. On the roeentenosMe obtain.

ed with much samples,the ends of the line splinterl.e.,ae if two

types of crystal with closely related struatureswere obtained,but

with different sizes of elementa7 cells. These samples were relat-

ed to a two-phase range.

3,38



" aterin conneetion with the appearance of the work of oiGiter-

and others, the earlier examined boron carbide oamples.showing splin-

tering of the line ends on the roentgenogram were subjected to a more

delicate reduction. 1henin a heavy fluid the crystals of various den-

sities were esparated.7or the seplrationbromofowm diluted with ben-

sol was used. In the bromoform the crystals of maximum and minim=

density separated from the safple. Roentgonogrrahio examination show-

ed that the boron carbide crytaols.poseessing both minimm and max-

ivam denosities separated from a single samplo, have identical strua-

ture ad are distinguished by the ltso of t.eir elementaw cells.

Orystals with large density have smaller elementary cells than the

crystals with loes density.

In addition to these crystale,the samples contained particles

with intermedIate valu6 of density in the range from small to large.

On roentgenogrsam obtained from these particleo.the linr ends were

eroded which is explained by the presence of borou carbide crystals

of different sizes of the elenentar7 cells. Thus,the presence of

boron carbide samples does not show a composition from two phases,

but from crystals of different size of the elementary cells.

The remslts of the works of GleRser amW Kudryavtoev will har-

monuise with the constitutional dia~ram if it ti assumed that on the

diagram of constitution of the boron.carb'un system,there ti a may-

imua,and that boron oarbidi,while appearing in a phase of constant

.atate,has a oonsiderable area of eolability. J



i.N;3 eiranto (Institute of Metal Oeramioe and peoial Alleys,

Zero we vitnessed the e*rositlon of the interesting methodol-

ogy of precision roentgen structural omarination of structures, whic.

Ln my opinion ralised two questions.

Obviouslythe first oondition of a work with fin* diaphragm

to a fino-Prained structure of the studied objects. I.O.Paton Institu.

to of Electric Velding,AN USSR, gave opnortunity to Mochan a few

ypars ago to build a roentgen cmorira in which the Waoe needle colli-

motor wan 4ued as collimator. With the aid of this oamera,roentgon.

*grams of monocrystals could be taken in polycrymtal objects. BY the

method of reverte ph tography.Yochan oriented tie X-ray beam upon

microscopic monoorystalowhere the beam had a orososeootion in the

order of hundredths of millimeter, and he actually obtained roent.

gonograse for monocryetalo. You probably worked with a very fine

-grained preparation, since with such fine beams you nevertheless

obtained a oontinuous ring.

Now,a& to the accuracy of determination of the parameters.

Significant figures to the fourth place were given here,usually cor-

responding to the method of standard reverse photography. 1A the giv-

en oame, the standard was not sprlied. Of course, doubt ariese as to

the reliability of the last significant figure introduced by You. As

a rulethe method of asymoetric photography guarantees up to the

1hird place, and not to the fourth ar still less to the fifth. I
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Sthat in this case It ie coMpletely UneCeslary to work with

standard.

T.I.Mgvtgov, iz A tew words in reference to the coment of

I .N. rant sevich.

Our first investigations with the use of Injection needles

started In 191. The experimental material what we gathered vas re-

peatedly verified.

Due to the shortaW. of time, I did not " anything about tie

fact that at the photography of ftlt ftdgoe we used silver as a stand-

ard, bWt laterve used a more relit.ble etandard -wonocorund or

theraocorun-,whoeee linear ezpanion ooefficient is a few timee less

than for silver.

the latter comment io about boron oartide.We reckon that In

the 1106- . 1203• - 31403 interval,solid Intrusion soAltlon4 of D

or 0 &toms are formed In the boron carbide lattice withouat a change

In the lattice constant.

In the ,403 - 3216C. lnerval,"OLid solution is &.16o formed

with 3 uplacemeant of the Central 0 atoms of the C - 0 - a linear

chain.

GV.Saseonov (Institute of Hetal Ceramics and Special Al-

loys,AN UgSR)i The data given In the report are very luteresting

and they deserve attention, the more to beoemes they mostly coin.

olde with the data of Gelseor and coworkers and the data of Allen.
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'- ~Hoverer. these dt,•aaontrary to the c'rnfirwmtion of ?.I.K-dr.

yavtsov,do not refute at all the assuctions about boron earbide and.

aboat the boron-carbon system earlier developed by O.A.Meerson and

myeelf, B.P.Ormont and ooworkers and mself, N.N.Zhuravley &nd 2.0.

Amnuel ,and to on, but in our opinion they seea to be only their fur.

tkez deoelopment and suppletentation (ZAurn.pys.~kh.x,.Wo.8,1958).

It is a pity that at the time of the Publication of the article

in the 2.khia., we did not know the data of T.I.ftdlriar-

tgev,yet this chse's OracticallY nothingeeinos his data are close

to the results of Gleiser and Allen. The "couprom21e 0 forms of d.a-

gram gien or our work can serve as a start for further mp-olesmenta.

tion a"d more accurate study.

As it follows from this diagram, the lower boundary of homo-

genous region of th.e vel f'e.4 ea$,ples of the bet&.phase almost

accurately corresponds with the 21403(192-2 C) composition indica-

ted by V.I.Xurdyavteev. AS to the upper bourtdary,thls is much lower

than for D12 0 s according to Kudryavtoev'S dataalthough it would6 be

already oontaining 31.2 percent. O.beoause it goes beyond the boun.

dary. of the V6l!.setablishedC euteotics. 'the mechantsm of the re -

placement of the C atoms in the C - C - C linear chain by D atoms

COieZ: original has 0 atoms.An error ? ),so indicated by Xudryavtsev

is also not new. It was workel out in the iuv*st16fttions of G.-0

pManov and coworkers, with ouW partioipatl,ýn, and previously pub.

__ IA2 --.



rioh. in a serie* of oomAioations, where On another boundom of

these substitution* was tndicated, oorresponding to the formaa 36.50

Instead of 36 7 5 0 as Indicated 'by VI.b3dlry•vetev.

The continuity of transition from the 3 6.5 ph&e"( or. aocord-

tug '•e htryaltsev, from the 37,60) to the 312;.0 ph"*( or.aaoording

tO LDA1savtoev, to the 31206) rmiss* doubt since at the formation of

these two phase* the physical processes are not identi'ýa. Phase 3305,

to formed by substitution of the vasaaoies( the holes) with 0 &tomo.

n phase 31203 - by substitution of the 3 troes with C atoa*.

We established this meohanim as a remsut of a thorough study

of the physlcal properties of boron alloys with carbon In a wide

range of carbon concentrations.

In oe report,the purity of amp"les also raises doubt. In the

mjo•rIty of cases, the sampleos were obtained by are fusion, which

make# thoe strongly oontaminated with silicon.

Under all eiromuaestaoefurther investigations should be oon-

6uot#d on the propertieseof alloys of this important diagram,whiah

were obsained from very pure Initial components. We are now onduct-

lIg msch an Investigation with Njj.Zhuravlev. It would be very use-

ful It V.I.Kdvy&evtsY would jol us. The precision method of the

roentgen analysis of boroa carbides which he has elaborated can find

very serious application.

5te first results of this work are In agreesa= with our pre-

•...



Sresults obtained by W.N bmravloY and 1.G.Amnuell, With the A.7

dition of carbon to boron, the resistance of the latter sharply de-

oreases on account of the decompensation of the bonds between the 3

atome,whero the boron oardide struoturue is formed vwth a largo number

of holes on place of the 0 &tons.

koh alloy samples possess a high conductivity of the hole

tree, and high tharmoolectromotor force in metal vapore( 250 . 300

strore / 00).

It should be mentioned that the expounded results are prospec.

tive in the sense of simplicity 6f technologically creating repro.

duceable semiconductor properties of boron alloys with carbon. and

in the sense of building upon this basis hig-.temperature semi-con-

ductor deviceso.g. ,thermocouples resistant to hirh teqwratuse,

which is the goal of research in our laboratory.

To sum up, still once more I wish to emphasis* the import-

ance of the scientiftic research of the boron.onrbon system, and I

wish to remark on the value of the methodology and the results of

V,IoKUdryavteev,vhich in themselves represent a turning point on

the roae. of more precise ideas about this very complloatd system.

5912
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